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Marketplace of Ideas

NORA is a big tent organization. Today, our
association has 394 members that include
collectors, processors, marketers, endusers, supplier/vendors and more from
around the United States and around the
world.

In this magazine, a wide variety of technologies
that you may be interested in are discussed.
NORA thanks the authors of the various articles
for their submissions.

When it comes to technology, there is not
one answer for an industry as diverse as
ours. Some of the ideas presented in this
publication may challenge some of your
views about the industry. In part, that is by
design as part of the marketplace of ideas.

With that many members from this industry, there are a
wide variety of opinions on business strategies, pricing
policies and technology.
To that end, the association should serve as a
community forum to introduce, discuss and debate
these various opinions. By NORA serving as a
marketplace of ideas, the industry and the members are
strengthened.
The theme for this issue of NORA’s magazine, Liquid
Recycling, is “Trends in Technology”. As industries
mature, it is imperative that they seek out various
technologies to improve their efficiencies and to add
value to their finished products.
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The NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show will be
held November 5-8, 2014. It will feature a trade show
with over 50 exhibitors, many of whom have articles
in this magazine. A floorplan including the exhibiting
companies may be found on 26.
I encourage you to attend the conference in November
to learn and explore the latest technology available to
our industry.
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Member
Spotlight:
Interview with Jim Munnell
Company: Emerald Services
Headquarters: Seattle, Washington
Web: www.emeraldnw.com
How long have you been with the
company/industry and how did
you get started?
I have worked for Emerald Services
for 27 years. I started when it was
known as Seattle Disposal Company.
I operated commercial garbage
trucks in the city of Seattle. I have
held several jobs throughout my
tenure. Truck Driver, Dispatcher,
Safety Director, Purchaser, General
Manager and currently Director.
What services do you provide?
Emerald provides collection of
Used Oil for refining, Spent
Antifreeze, Solvents, Part
Washer services, Hazardous
Waste Collection, Lab Pak
Services, Transportation
services, Vacuum Truck
Services including
overwater, Water treatment
and processing, Barge and
tank cleaning.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND
HAZARDOUS WASTE SERVICES

Why are you a member of NORA?
How do you see NORA helping
you build your business or gain
new trading partners?
I’m a NORA member not only to
build relationships with others
in the same industry but to gain
knowledge through networking
which helps us grow our company.
I don’t view other NORA members
as competitors but rather as
business partners in that we can
share information to help be
more efficient in our business and
sometimes customers to which
products can be sold.

Where does your company
provide service?
We provide service in
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada
and Alaska.

How has technology helped
transform your business?
Using innovative processing
technologies with a strong
focus on sustainability, Emerald
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Services gives new life to waste
products that would have been
disposed of previously. In 2012,
Emerald built the first used oil
re-refinery of its kind in the Pacific
Northwest. Using this and other
recycling technologies, Emerald
is proud to create products that
repurpose fluids for resale and
reduce reliance on foreign oil. Our
current re-manufactured products
include Marine Diesel Oil and fuel
oil, recycled cleaning solvents,
antifreeze and windshield cleaner.
For over 70 years, Emerald has
invested in innovative changes and
expansion of our waste
management and recycling
businesses. Currently,
Emerald is the largest locally
owned recycler in the
Pacific Northwest of over 30
million gallons of waste oil,
solvents, coolant and other
fluids. We are a full-service
partner for automotive,
commercial and industrial
environmental services
that responsibly divert and
renew our planet’s waste
stream. We do our part to
secure a greener tomorrow
by solving society’s toughest waste
disposal problems.
NORA Member Since: 2003
Location: Seattle, Washington
Contact: Jim Munnell
Phone: 206-832-3000
Email: jimm@emeraldnw.com
Web: http://www.emeraldnw.com
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Taking Advantage of Smart City Technology
by Markku Lento, Enevo

Imagine a city where highways, buildings and waste
containers are talking with each other about traffic jams,
weather and vehicle speeds. To some this might sound
like a chapter out of a science fiction novel, but for
others this is becoming business as usual.
Technological advances in the field of sensors and
telecommunication networks have enabled businesses,
cities and municipalities to deploy intelligent sensor
nodes into the surrounding environment. Using the data
generated by these sensor resources can be managed
more efficiently.

Avoid common pitfalls
The selection of solutions provided to recycling
companies range from simple sensors and analytics
software to full end-to-end solutions that automate
the planning process. As with all new technology it
is essential for the customer to prepare and carefully
plan the adoption of new solutions. When choosing
a solution to use, recycling companies should pay
attention to a few key points:

“Technology like

• Verify sensor robustness and accuracy:
Before committing to a supplier
recycling companies should test
different sensor models to compare
how accurate the readings they give
in different container types. Sensors
should also be subject to shock tests in
order to ensure that they won’t break
down.

Technology like this opens up new
this opens up new
opportunities for companies in the
opportunities for
recycling industry. By installing
smart sensors in recycling containers
companies in the
companies can measure the fillrecycling industry. “
level from a distance, opening
up a virtual window into each
container. By harnessing the power
of supercomputers and statistical tools these
• Validate the business case: What kind of savings can
measurements can be turned into accurate forecasts of
be achieved by adopting a sensor based system? The
when the container will be full.
best way find out is to deploy 50 sensors for a couple of
months along an existing route and then compare costs
Further combining these forecasts with traffic
before and after.
information, collection routes and schedules can be
optimized, eliminating unnecessary collections and
• Solution fees: How does the fee change depending
creating significant savings. Not only can these solutions
on the amount of sensors, contract length and number
provide savings, they can also prevent overflow and
of users. Are data, installation and maintenance fees
ensure higher service quality.
included in the price? What is the cost of the sensor
device?

ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS. ADVANCING BUSINESS.

• New modules: If the solution provider
invents a new module to the service, will it
be part of your service agreement, or is it a
new product for sale?
• Post go-live sales: Does the solution
provider offer service and care locally.
This article was contributed to NORA by
Enevo, a provider of logistics solutions for
recycling and collection industries. To learn
more please visit enevo.com. You can also
visit us at the NORA Conference. Contact
locally markku.lento@enevo.com

ENVIRONMENTAL | ENGINEERING & SURVEYING | IT RESOURCES
WATER & NATURAL RESOURCES | AIR AND PROCESS SERVICES
A network of offices nationwide with a new office in Jacksonville, FL | (800)359-0251 | www.trihydro.com
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Saving our environment, one cleanup at a time™

JPO Absorbents offers the best products on
Savingfor
our cleaning
environment,up
one spills
cleanupof
at avirtually
time
the market
any
liquid, on any surface, and in any industry, at a
competitive
competitive
JPO Absorbents
offers theprice.
best products on
the market for cleaning up spills of virtually any
liquid, on any surface, and in any industry, at a
JPO Absorbents is a proud
Stop by booth #100-102
member and the Premiercompetitive price.
™

sponsor of this years event

to learn more

JPO Absorbents is a proud
member and the Premier
sponsor of this years event

Stop by booth #100-102
to learn more
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Industry News

For additional information on these news items, visit noranews.org/news
Mike Ebert Appointed President of Puralube
USA, Inc.

BGL Environmental Spotlight: Tapping
Opportunities

NORA Member Puralube Inc recently announced the
appointment of Mike Ebert as President of Puralube USA,
Inc., its newly formed US subsidiary.

NORA Member Brown Gibbons Lang & Company has just
published its latest edition of Insider. This issue discusses
market dynamics and investment activity related to
used oil collections and re-refining. Major transaction
announcements this
March include Verolube/
Thermo Fluids and
Vertex/Omega which
represent notable processing and collection assets
aimed at shaping business models.

Mike Ebert is the former Vice President of Oil Engineering
and Business Development of Safety-Kleen Systems Inc.,
the largest US used oil refiner which was acquired by
Clean Harbors in December, 2012. “Mike’s knowledge
and success in the leadership of the US used oil rerefining market will be a big asset for Puralube’s
intention to expand in North American”, said Andreas
Schueppel, Puralube Inc.’s CEO.
“Puralube’s corporate culture, its sustainability concept
and its clear process technology leadership based on
the HyLube technology are attractive elements for a
successful expansion in the US, and I am honored to lead
this charge”, Mr. Ebert said.

Hydrodec Group to
File for Provisional
Patent
Hydrodec Group, a NORA member since 2012, has filed
a Provisional Patent application to protect a method
for hydrogenation refining of used oil and otherwise
contaminated oil, to produce a high quality refined base
oil product. This patent particularly applies to the rerefining of used oils.
The method described by the patent application reduces
known problems of fouling and catalyst poisoning
caused by lubricant and industrial oil additives as well as
common impurities that are present in used industrial
and lubricant oils. By increasing the robustness of the
central hydrogenation processes, the technology also
has the potential to expand the range of waste oil and
hydrocarbons acceptable for re-refining.

DOT: States May Lose 28% of Highway
Spending
According to recent media reports, if Congress does
not close the funding gap, the Highway Trust Fund will
go bankrupt next month. If this were to happen, the
Department would begin to cut its repayments to States
for shared transportation projects.
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The deals come about 18 months after Clean Harbors
completed the acquisition of Safety-Kleen. Other
deals with regional significance include Clean Harbor’s
acquisition of Evergreen Oil last September and
Heritage-Crystal Clean’s purchase of certain assets of RS
Used Oil Services from Universal Lubricants in November.
Recent public statements by Newalta and FCC revealed
that the companies were exploring strategic alternatives
which include the potential spin-off or divestiture of
used oil assets. Activist investors are soliciting portfolio
reviews of public operators, first Newalta which
prompted the announcement, which was later followed
by Clean Harbors, after an investor increased its equity
stake to 9.1 percent. Insiders also named a number of
other known but not yet announced assets in the market
to be sold.

US Ecology, Inc. Completes Acquisition of The
Environmental Quality Company
US Ecology, Inc. announced the completion of its
earlier announced acquisition of The Environmental
Quality Company, for $465 million. The company also
announced that David M. Luck, formerly President and
CEO of EQ, was appointed to the Board of Directors of
US Ecology. Lusk, age 53, brings more than 25 years of
industry experience. In addition, Mario Romero, Vice
President of Operations of EQ, was named US Ecology’s
Executive Vice President of Field and Industrial Services.
Romero, age 56, joined EQ in 2009 from WOW Energy
where he was President, CEO, and co-founder. He brings
more than 30 years of industry experience.
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Providing quality products and excellent service to customers since 1916.

RESPONSIBLE OIL FILTER RECYCLING
Licensed Used Oil Filter Transporter
Licensed Used Oil Filter Transfer Facility
Licensed Used Oil Filter Processor
Used Oil Filter End User – End Use
&HUWLðFDWH3URYLGed

We buy Oil Filters
for recycling.

To meet all of your casting needs, US Foundry has a complete product line including:
s -ANHOLE 2INGS  #OVERS

s 4RENCH 'RATING

s !IRPORT 0RODUCTS

s #AST )RON  3TEEL 'RATING

s 4REE 'RATES

s (ATCHES

s -UNICIPAL  5TILITY #ASTINGS

s 6ALVE "OXES

s !LUMINUM 
Steel Fabrication

s )NLET &RAMES  'RATES

For more information contact us at:
Brian Martin
Materials Manager
Tel: 305-885-0301 Cell: 786-402-3018
bmartin@usfoundry.com

Customer Service:
800-432-9709
sales@usfoundry.com

8351 N.W. 93 Street (DeBogory Drive) Medley, FL 33166

Scan the QR Code
using your smart phone
to find out more
about US Foundry.

www.usfoundry.com

Ask Jack
Question: Is EPA considering
modifying the CWT Regulations?
For about 25 years, I have been asked this question or
others about the EPA Centralized Waster Treatment
(CWT) Effluent Limitation Guidelines (ELG). Recent
communications indicates that EPA is investigating the
possible need to re-evaluate the CWT-ELG.
As background, NORA represented the CWT industry
as EPA began developing the CWT-ELG in the early
1990s. After about 10 years of drafting, proposing and
re-proposing the CWT-ELG, EPA finalized the CWT-ELG
on December 22, 2000. Throughout this time and to
the present time, I have worked on behalf of NORA to
negotiate with EPA more reasonable effluent limits and
more practical requirements. In 2003, our NORA team
was able to persuade EPA to modify the final rule to
eliminate or modify some of the discharge limitations.
This was a major accomplishment for NORA and the
CWT industry. Since then the NORA CWT members have
been successfully operating their facilities in compliance
with these rules. As a result of this
experience, I receive many inquiries
about the status of the CWT-ELG and
how to comply with the rules and
limits.
In the beginning of July, 2014 I was
contacted by EPA Headquarters
in Washington D.C. for them to
learn more about the current CWT
industry and an EPA concern about
CWTs possibly receiving significantly
contaminated wastewater from the oil and gas industry
which is called Shale Gas Extraction (SGE) water. SGE
water typically results from hydraulic fracturing (fracking)
backflow water, produced water, spent drilling fluids,
etc. The volume of these contaminated waters has
greatly increased resulting from the high level of fracking
activities occurring in many parts of the USA. Each well
can generate several millions of gallons of water.
Under the rules governing the development of ELGs,
EPA is required to re-evaluate each industry ELG every
two years to determine if there have been significant
changes to the regulated industry that would justify
2014, Issue 2, Page 8

possible modification to the ELG. It appears that the
possibility of CWTs receiving SGE water has caused EPA
to begin looking harder at CWTs and possible changes to
the CWT-ELG.
The constituents in SGE waters depend on the oil and
gas geological formation. Typically SGE waters have very
high concentrations of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) that
can be over 100,000 mg/l or 3 times more TDS than sea
water. Examples of other troublesome constituents are
Strontium and Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials
(NORM). As a general rule, these SGE waters have
historically been handled on-site through injection back
down the drilled holes and treatment recycling on-site.
Some is disposed by commercial deep well injection
facilities; however, some of these waters have been sent
to CWTs.
EPA has recently focused on the CWTs because there
were a few instances in the past few years where these
high TDS waters have been handled and treated by
CWTs and discharged to the local POTW or directly to a
stream. Some of these resulted in causing substantial
environmental problems with the receiving streams;
these events have been highly publicized. For example,
this has happened in Pennsylvania and Ohio.
My recent conversations with some of the larger CWTs
have indicated that these SGE waters are not typically
accepted. In the past they have investigated treating
SGE water. This is because of the high TDS which is
difficult and very expensive to remove and the potential
negative impact on the local POTW and/or receiving
stream. Many POTW ordinances would not allow for
these high TDS waters to be discharged. Even putting
these problems aside, the price that SGE facilities are
willing to pay for a CWT to treat SGE water typically does
not offset the cost of transportation and treatment.
In a recent conversation that NORA (Scott Parker and
Jack Waggener) had with EPA, we implied that we did
not believe that the CWTs were likely to be receiving
these waters, and if so, it would be very limited. The
EPA plans to follow-up with NORA to learn more about
this issue and the CWT industry. I would welcome any
comments and questions that you have on SGE waters.
To Contact Jack Waggener, PE, email Jack.Waggener@
urscorp.com
Jack Waggener is a
Professional Engineer
and Senior Consultant
to NORA.
If you have a question
you would like Jack
to address in the next
issue, email sparker@
noranews.org
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A Reliable,

Leak-Free Pump
for Used-Oil
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CC20 Eccentric Disc Truck Pump
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Stationary Eccentric Disc Pump

“The CC20 pumped 1.4 million gallons in a 10-month
period and was still pumping without a leak. I’m
extremely satisfied with the performance and
reliability of this Mouvex® pump.”
Guy Miller, Fleet Manager
Universal Lubricants, Wichita, KS, USA

• Strong suction, self-priming capabilities to clear tanks, lines
• Minimal maintenance for low life-cycle costs
• Handles varying viscosities and particulate levels
• Flow rates to 88 gpm (333 L/min) and pump speeds to 500 rpm

14-MOUV-0362 Mouvex in Liquid Recycling - Full Page (2nd Quarter).indd 1

Contact your authorized
Mouvex distributor today,
or email contact@mouvex.com
Mouvex is supported by the
following Master Distributors:
United States
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
+1 800-851-4452
werts@wertswelding.com
Canada
Commercial Truck Equipment Co.
+1 877-915-9140
www.comtruck.ca
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Enhance Business Making Decisions Through
“The Internet of Things”
by Eoin Kettle, SmartBin

The “Internet of Things” (IoT) is a concept and perhaps
a movement that has been with us for over 15 years.
Always growing and becoming more relevant thanks
to advances in technology and a world ever hungry for
information or data.
Simply, The Internet of Things (IoT) is a scenario in which
objects, animals or people are provided with unique
identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network
without requiring human-to-human or human-tocomputer interaction. It can be described as a layer of
digital connectivity on top of an existing infrastructure
made up of things. Cisco refers to it as “bringing together
people, process, data, and things to make networked
connections more relevant and valuable than ever
before.”
If we use the home as a scaled down example, imagine
all appliances, instruments, mechanisms or tools from
your microwave to your water tap or even toilet seat,
were part of a manageable circuit which used the
internet to report their activity and receive commands.
Once intelligently analyzed, the information would not
only provide useful reports such as detailed breakdowns
of electricity usage, how much time and money we
spend cooking or washing clothes, but insights into the
habits of the inhabitants. An intelligent home.
A different example of IoT is how parking meters in
San Francisco have become smart and connected to
revolutionise an experience that is traditionally stressful.
Through a smartphone app, drivers can search for
available parking spaces, access the difficulty level
to park in certain spaces and if their meter is
running low, the driver will
receive a message
and be
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able to top up the meter remotely. The parking meter,
which has for decades been viewed negatively, has been
transformed digitally and is now helping people!
According to Gartner, there will be nearly 26 billion
devices on the Internet of Things by 2020.
Essentially, IoT gives us power through information and
insights. The decision making data presented with sign
posts for efficiency and productivity. Armed with this
information we can plan expenditures more accurately,
change processes for the better and optimize the way
we as people and businesses operate.
Apply this to every single device, appliance or tool across
the globe and this is the Internet of Things.
Some of you will have heard about IoT for years,
some of you may never have. Either way, we will all
be hearing more and more about it over the coming
years as trillions of dollars are being invested in it today
in multiple mini and major sectors by thousands of
businesses, Governments and Universities.
For now, IoT is in a holding pattern, waiting to connect
the world and all its worldly things. One issue that will
slow down it’s progression are privacy laws, however
for the most part this will not hinder businesses from
using the concept IoT to make huge gains today, as a
combination of greater sensor technologies and cloud
computing provide richer, more intelligent and user
friendly data.
Today, the shrewd companies are using intelligent data
to leverage their assets or are listening to the IoT to
optimize their operational
assets to either
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generate more revenue or reduce costs. Information
generated by IoT is enabling companies to exploit their
assets and surge past their competitors.
So how can IoT be applied to the Liquid Recycling
industry? Well in truth it has
been applied, tested and is
boosting the bottom line of
Liquid collectors across the globe.
The collectors that are willing
to adapt with technology and
embrace the IoT movement will
make operational advancements,
reduce costs, improve outcomes
and inevitably make monetary gains by using the
information IoT provides.

This technology not only allows you to monitor your
container assets but will also generate optimized
collection routes for drivers meaning you collect only
from the containers that are full. Immediately, thanks to
an IoT solution, you have the information that will reduce
both man hours and travel costs.

“The ability to transfer
data over a network
without requiring humanto-human or human-tocomputer interaction.”

The question is, which assets can you exploit? What
information about these assets can empower your
company to make well informed decisions on a daily
basis? Did you know that there are sensors made
especially for collection containers in industries such
as Liquid Recycling? The technology to monitor the
fill-levels of your assets, temperature, geo-positioning
and tilt is here and being used today by members of the
Liquid Recycling industry.

The physical and the digital are
converging and it is time waste
liquid collectors looked on their
physical assets as a living, talking,
infrastructure, sharing real-time
information to provide clarity and
help make important decisions
easier. Look to Internet of Things as the greatest
opportunity your business has ever had. Each day that
you ignore it is another day of lost profits and another
day without the decision making data.
For more information, contact Eoin Kettle, SmartBin
International Marketing Executive, at eoin@smartbin.com.

Good News.

Thought provoking and thorough reporting is at your fingertips.
LUBES’N’GREASES MAGAZINE
Covering the global issues, trends and news
that affect your success

LUBES’N’GREASES EUROPE-MIDDLE EASTAFRICA MAGAZINE
Offering a focused look at EMEA, Russia and India

LUBE REPORT
A weekly round-up of trending industry news and base oil
price reports that reaches 139 countries and is translatable
into 80 languages

GET YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS TODAY
www.LubesnGreases.com
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Burning Used Oil for Energy Recovery
by Tina Phillips, Clean Burn

Burning used oil for energy recovery has come a long
way. In 1903 the first used oil burner was patented in
the UK. These first units were categorized as a vaporizer
and the result of burning used oil in a vaporizing
unit was messy, produced black smoke and was very
inefficient. Since then many modifications have been
achieved and advancement in technology has brought
us to the present day process of a very efficient, odorless
and colorless clean burning of used oil in a furnace and
boiler systems.
Todays’ technology
uses atomization to
create a clean, efficient
burn. This term refers to
breaking up a fluid into a
fine mist. Used-oils burn
most efficiently when
they are sprayed from
the burner nozzle as a
fine mist. Atomizing the
fuel greatly increases the
surface area available
for burning and insures that all of the fuel is burned.
Used oil and compressed air pass through the heater
block in separate passageways. A heating element and
thermostatic switch regulate the temperature in the
heater block so that the used oil and compressed air
are heated to a temperature of 140° F. Our research has
established that this temperature is crucial for the proper
atomization and ignition of used oil.
The nozzle adapter also includes a heating element
and thermostat to maintain the temperature of the oil
and compressed air. This secondary heating process
is particularly critical for igniting synthetic and semisynthetic oils. The nozzle adapter channels the oil and
compressed air to the nozzle. At the nozzle, compressed
air flows through slanted slots on the distributor of the
nozzle. These slots spin the compressed air that in turn
shatters the heated oil coming through the nozzle orifice
into a fine mist. Good atomization is essential to cleanly
burning used oil. This type of burner puts to rest the old
myth of used oil burning with black smoke. You will be
astonished to see that no smoke comes from the stack
while the burner is operating.
Many manufacturers use flame-retention burners.
Combustion air flows through angled vanes in a
retention head forming a tight, whirlwind of air that
traps the atomized oil spray. When the oil is ignited by a
2014, Issue 2, Page 12

spark, the whirling combustion air retains the flame in a
tight pattern, which is called flame retention. The igniter
produces a high voltage charge, which travels down the
electrodes to the spark gap. The Jacob’s ladder design at
the spark gap produces a large, blue spark for ignition of
the atomized oil mist.
The heat exchanger is composed of a combustion
chamber and heat exchanger flues. The hot gases from
the burner flow into the combustion chamber, through
the heat exchanger flues, out the furnace breach and up
the stack. This process
heats-up all the metal
in the combustion
chamber and the heat
exchanger flues. A
blower circulates air
over the combustion
chamber and heat
exchanger and heated
air flows out the hot air
discharge or ductwork
of the furnace. It is
important to note that the heat exchanger is a sealed
system, so that no odor comes from the furnace as the
blower operates. Control components are individually
designed for each model of furnace to control the
blower. The control components turn on the blower
when the heat exchanger has reached its optimal
temperature. When the wall thermostat is satisfied, the
burner turns off. At the end of the heating cycle, the
blower continues to run to cool the heat exchanger and
utilize the residual heat in the furnace. Once the heat
exchanger has cooled down, the blower stops running.
This completes the heating cycle. The coil tube boiler
system operates in much the same way because of the
burner system; except it is a closed loop boiler system
which operates from a primary loop to heat many zones
or for different hot water requirements.
For more information contact Tina Phillips, Clean Burn,
LLC’s International Sales & Marketing Manager, at tphillips@
cleanburn.com.
Clean Burn, LLC is a strong advocate of environmental
protection and energy conservation. Our multi-fuel heating
systems meet all EPA requirements for used-oil recycling
and help avoid the possibility of used oils entering our water
supplies and soil.
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A Weatherford Company

Engineered Chemistry®

Comprehensive Chemical Solutions
Weatherford manufactures specialized chemicals for
the used oil and wastewater markets.

A Weatherford Company

Engineered Chemistry®

Engineered Chemistry®

Comprehensive Chemical Solutions

ehensive Chemical Solutions

Weatherford manufactures specialized chemicals
for the used oil and wastewater markets.

herford manufactures specialized chemicals
Hydrogen-sulfide (H S) scavengers.
Used wastewater
oil demulsification.markets.
We offer
or the used oil and
Our patented, environmentally friendly
specially designed demulsifiers to
Fluid analysis ensures best solution
for each situation.

Customized chemical solutions are engineered
for the toughest problems.

2We own and operate all our manufacturing facilities

to ensure the highest quality chemical solutions.
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Mid-Year Meeting Committee Highlights
Antifreeze
• DEF in used antifreeze forming ammonia – methods
to determine presence of ammonia discussed.
• ASTM updates related to antifreeze provided.
• Industrial Heat Transfer Fluids – NORA considering
creating a committee for this.
Conference
• The room block for the 2014 Annual Conference in
Puerto Rico is 50% sold and the trade show is 70%
sold.
• The 2015 Winter Meeting will be in New Orleans.
• The 2015 Mid-Year Meeting will be in Seattle.
• The 2015 Annual Conference will be in Orlando.
Distilled Fuels
• Plastics to Oil (PTO) – how to mix use oil with plastics
and the economics of PTO were discussed.
• Tire to Oil – the economic and technology challenges
were explored.
• A new VGO facility will be coming on line in
September/October.
• A tour of an MDO facility will happed during the
2015 Mid-Year Meeting in Seattle.
Filter & Absorbents
• Used Oil Filter FAQs was reviewed and will be posted
to NORA website.
• Tests for element filters appear to confirm the
material is non-hazardous. Additional testing will
occur.
• NORA letters sent to auto manufacturers about
recycling concerns of element filters.
• NORA Member Land Ban Tool Kit unveiled.
Research
• The CalRecycle Used Oil LCA report to the legislature
has not been finalized.
• CalRecycle is building a Used Oil LCA Online Tool.
• API has started a follow up research project to the
CalRecycle LCA.
• NORA is beginning work on a project to measure
used oil collection rates.
• A list of standard industry terms is being compiled
for members.

Employment Opportunity
LUB<>LINE, LLC, a lubricants, additives
and base oil exporter based in Houston,
Texas is seeking to fill a buyer position.
Qualified individuals must have experience
in sourcing, negotiating contracts and
procuring contracts on acceptable terms
from used oil suppliers/brokers who supply,
sell and otherwise procure or provide used
oil to companies. Please send resumes to
diana_jones@lubline.com.
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Guiding Principles
• The NORA Complaint Resolution Process was
documented.
• NORA will be releasing a new and improved truck
decal.
• NORA will also be offering members customized
decals featuring the NORA logo and the member
logo with the phrase “We Recycle”. It is intended
to be placed on the entrance door of clients of
members to promote an environmental message.
Membership & Marketing
• A survey will be conducted to explore current and
potential membership value.
• A NORA International Working Group has been
formed to attract and provide value to members in
Canada and around the world.
• The next NORA EH&S Forum will occur February 18,
2015 in New Orleans.
Parts Cleaning
• Status of states adopting the Ozone Transport
Commission Solvent Degreaser rule was reviewed.
• A list of states recognizing Continuing Use Programs
is being assembled.
Re-Refining
• NORA’s effort to derail California’s biosynthetic
lubricants initiative was successful.
• A NORA document outlining the association’s plan
to allow PCB used oil to be managed by re-refineries
that can destroy PCBs was reviewed.
• An update on the completion of the Chevron’s
Pascagoula plant was provided.
• A new re-refinery in the Gulf was announced.
Used Oil Recycling
• Certain states are considering lowering sulfur dioxide
rules for asphalt plants. NORA is continuing to
monitor this potential threat to RFO.
• A NORA Guide on How to Rebut the Presumption
was presented and is now on the NORA website for
members.
• NORA’s Best Management Practices for prevention of
PCB contamination was addressed. This document
has been provided to EPA.
• A letter has been sent to EPA Region 10 about a
misunderstanding about the use of Chlor-D-Tect as it
relates to detecting PCBs.
• NORA is going to research the recent banning of
Vacuum Tower Bottoms by some states in asphalt
pavement and develop a strategy to reverse this.
Wastewater
• A discussion about how NORA’s Best Management
Practices for prevention of PCB contamination relates
to wastewater processors, specifically as it relates to
guard tanks.
• A concern was raised about POTWs competing with
CWTs.
For more information, visit www.noranews.org
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National Chemical Supply

EB-SERIES
Finally! A cold or hot treatment
product that works on all oils.
The EB-Series features the most advanced technology and
produces quality oil faster while treating your water.
• Rejected loads are lost revenue •
• H20 higher than it should be means less money for your oil •

WHY NOT MAKE YOUR OIL THE BEST IT CAN BE?

CALL NOW TO SAVE MONEY AND TIME!

800-515-9938

Proudly serving over
20 NORA members
who are using NCS
products and achieving
phenomenal results!

National Chemical Supply

6930 SW 16th St. • Plantation, FL 33317
800-515-9938 • natlchem@gmail.com • www.nationalchemicalsupply.com

2014 Mid-Year Meeting
Attracts 150+ Attendees
From June 18-20, over 150 leaders from the liquid
recycling industry came together from across the
nation and out of the country to discuss regulatory
and business issues. The event was held in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
During this event, each committee met to discuss
opportunities and threats for recyclers of used oil and
related materials.
There was also time set aside for networking by the
attendees which included the opening reception,
Thursday happy hour, and other informal opportunities.
The minutes, photos, and other related materials from
the meeting in Milwaukee are available for members by
logging into the NORA website (www.noranews.org).
If you were unable to attend, you can download the
presentational materials at www.noranews.org. Those
available include the powerpoint on “How to Handle
An Awful & Horrible Used Oil PCB Incident” and “How to
Rebut the Rebuttable Presumption.”
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Thank
to the 2014 Meeting
Mid-Year Meeting
Sponsors
2014you
Mid-Year
Sponsors

PREMIER

®

OPENING RECEPTION

LANYARD

KEY CARD

LUNCH

CHARGING
STATION

HAPPY HOUR

COMMIT TEE BOOK

WE BUY
USEDGROUP
Consolidated
Recycling
ORG
CHEM
ANTIFREEZE
(Formerly Consolidated Recycling)

GLYCOLS

RADIAN	
  
Chemicals	
  

CONSOLIDATED RECYCLING / POLYFREEZE
IS THE LARGEST RECYCLER OF USED
ANTIFREEZE / GLYCOLS IN
NORTH AMERICA
DO YOUR PART TO HELP PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT:

RECYCLE

WE ARE A PROUD
MEMBER OF NORA

Contact Info:

Jerry Brown
Consolidated Recycling / Polyfreeze

BREAKFAST

CANDY BOWL

11210 Solomon Road • Troy , IN 47588
812-395-7226 (Office) • 812-449-0411 (Cell)
jbrown@chem-group.com • www.poly-freeze.com
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Preparing for Environmental Product Declarations
by Heather Dylla, NAPA

entering a new era of
sustainability focusing
on product transparency
and quantification of a
product’s potential impact
towards sustainability. As a
result, green construction
rating systems, are moving
away from credits that
focus on single attributes
and instead developing
credits that encourage use
of products with life-cycle
assessments and those
products that demonstrate
improved potential
environmental impacts.
For example in the LEED
v.4, materials will no
longer be able to achieve
LEED credits for simply
using recycled materials or by being manufactured
locally without life cycle information. Instead credits
are awarded to products that have an “Environmental
Product Declaration” (EPD) or have quantified and
illustrated an improved environmental life-cycle impact.
Yet many rating systems still have single attribute credits,
this is likely to change in the upcoming versions. In fact,
the 2015 International Green Construction Code (IgCC),
which is currently being revised, will likely require an
EPD, as well, in some form of fashion.

Figure 1: Sample Environmental Product Declaration (Santero 2014); Note values are for
illustration purposes only.

The Changing Public Demands
The transportation and construction industry is facing an
ever-growing demand from lawmakers, the public and
other stakeholders to respond to such issues as natural
resource depletion, carbon emissions, increasing energy
costs, water availability and climate change. As a result,
many regulatory agencies, businesses, and organizations
are embracing principles of sustainability reflected
in their visions, missions, and policies. Consequently,
in order to remain competitive, it is essential that
the asphalt pavement industry and their suppliers
understands how choosing asphalt pavements can
help agencies achieve these goals. We need a good
environmental message.
Fortunately, asphalt pavements have numerous
sustainable technologies ranging from Reclaimed
Asphalt Pavements (RAP), Recycled Asphalt Shingles
(RAS), Porous Asphalt, Ground Tire Rubber, Perpetual
Pavements, and Warm Mix Asphalt. Many of these
technologies are acknowledged in green construction
rating systems such as the Federal Highway
Administration’s INVEST, Greenroads, New York State
Department of Transportation’s GreenLITES, and
Illinois Department of Transportation’s I-Last. However,
demonstrated by the release of the U.S. Green Building
Council’s LEED v.4, the green construction market is
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What is an EPD?
An EPD, often compared to a nutrition label, reports
a product’s potential environmental impacts such
as acidification, global warming, resource depletion,
toxicity, and eutrophication, in a simple, verified, and
comparable format (See Figure 1). Information used in
an EPD is based on LCA methodology following certain
product-specific requirements and boundaries called
“product category rules” (PCRs) which essentially defines
the how a material calculates and communicates its
environmental impact.
As a result, EPDs are valuable tool for manufacturers
to demonstrate their commitment to sustainability
and showcase their environmental improvements

liquid Recycling

in a credible reporting format. The environmental
improvements may not only be from new technologies;
they also include decision making within the supply
chain such as
what type of
energy sources
a manufacturer
chooses to use.
This puts pressure
on manufacturers’
suppliers to be a part of the sustainability effort. This
includes the used-oil industry.

“We need a good
environmental
message.”

For more information, contact Dr. Heather Dylla,
NAPA’s Director of Sustainable Engineering, at hdylla@
asphaltpavement.org.
Image Source: Santero, Nicholas; Gadonniex, Heather and
Wong, Sophia. “Defining Environmental Impact: The What,
How, and Why of Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs)”
Asphalt Pavement Magazine. Issue: March/April 2014. Available
online at http://www.nxtbook.com/naylor/NAPS/NAPS0214/
index.php?startid=40.

What is the asphalt industry doing?
Over the past few months,
NAPA has taken a strategic role
in helping the industry move
forward to develop a PCR and an
EPD program for asphalt pavement
mixtures. A PCR/EPD Technical
Working Group has been developed
comprised of industry members
to oversee the PCR and EPD
development process. The project is
in its initial stages and expected to
be completed mid-year 2015.
Once the project is complete, each
asphalt producer will be able to
create a specific EPD for the various
asphalt mixtures that they produce.
Inputs will not only include mix
design specifics but also what type
of energy and how much energy is
used during the plant operations.
Therefore, the question becomes,
how will the energy source,
impact the overall environmental
footprint of asphalt mixtures? Will
recycled oil be able to improve the
environmental footprint and thus
offer additional shared value?
As the asphalt pavement industry
through NAPA develops its EPD,
the members of NORA should keep
current on our industry’s activities
and even consider developing an
EPD for recycled oil. The fact is EPD’s
are not going away and its better for
the industry to develop an EPD than
to have some other group do it for
them.
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The Early Days of Oil Recovery
by Ed Sweeney, Flottweg

In the early 1950s World War 2 had ended and Europe,
and really the world, was realigning. The most important
raw material in the struggle to gain political and military
upper hand was oil. The Soviet Union built up colossal
oil reserves in the form of oil
tanks and "oil lagoons". G.M.
Lees, head geologist of the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company,
estimated the total petroleum
reserves of the Soviet Union
at the beginning of 1950 at
about 14 billion tons, and
the renowned American oil
expert Dr. Egloff put that
figure at about 20 billion
tons. Much of these reserves
are still there, especially in
the petroleum regions of the
Caucasus, in the Central Asian
petroleum region, and in the vicinity of the oil fields near
the Emba River in the northeast Caspian Sea, today's
Kazakhstan.

system solution including a pontoon collection float with
a pump and mixing system, a steam generator, reaction
vessels, pumps, and a land based Tricanter centrifuge.
Lagoon oil treatment requires
a number of different subsystems. Oil which has been
enriched into a floating layer
floats to the surface while the
solids sink. A watery midphase forms between them.
A suction pump mounted
on a pontoon float is placed
into the pond. To achieve
the desired viscosity during
pumping, heat exchangers
are installed on the suction
side. From the pontoon,
the oil sludge then flows
into land side mix tanks. If necessary this step can also
include demulsifying chemicals in order to separate the
emulsion.

The fall of the
Iron Curtain was
more than 20
years ago, and
these oil lagoons
are still being
emptied. There
are also recoveries
originating in
the slop oils of
refineries or larger
oil deposits that
have formed due
to breaks in oil
pipelines in the former Soviet Union. All these mixtures
containing oil are being processed to remove the oil
and reuse it. In the 1960s Flottweg developed the first
3 phase centrifuge for oil, water solids separation in a
single operation. The Tricanter is still today a main stay
in oil recovery today. Its use has spread around the
world and millions of gallons of recycled oil have been
processed over the years.

The second separation process is via a preheated feed
to a Tricanter centrifuge. The Tricanter® was developed
specifically for oil sludge processing. The Tricanter
continuously separates the oil, water and solids in a
single pass using centrifugal force typically > 2500 G. Oil
is then sent for reuse or further processing; water is sent
to the wastewater treatment facility and solids are land
filled or used as a solid fuel.

Treatment of an oil lagoon

See Herbert Grund, The energy economy of the Soviet
Union, Sonderhefte Neue Folge No.18: Duncker &
Humblot

Treatment of oil lagoons continues today. A company
in Western Kazakhstan recently purchased a complete
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Outstanding results in three-phase separation
The Tricanter® delivers oil containing less than 1% water
and small traces of insoluble solids. Today Tricanters are
used to recover oil from a variety of sources worldwide.
The Tricanter utilizes the unique Flottweg liquid phase
separation impeller allowing water/oil phase adjustment
while running. The use of PLCs and independent variable
speed drives and automated control has increased
reliability.
For more information, contact Ed Sweeney at
esweeney@flottweg.net.
1
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Ready to eliminate guesswork from collections?
Recycle your old way of measuring oil with TankScan®.

Ready to take your customer service to the next level? TankScan® wireless
level-monitoring lets you accurately monitor oil levels in multiple tanks,
across multiple sites. There’s no guesswork. No overfills. No weekend calls.
Get TankScan and get real time access to
the data you need to optimize customer
service and ensure your ongoing supply
of used oil.

Visit NORA Booth #62. Click TankScan.com. Call 877-847-SCAN (7226).
TankScan.ad.7.10.14.indd 1
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Why Nix the Flux?
by Chris Harris, NORA General Counsel

The Strange Assault on Asphalt Extenders
Made From Used Oil
It goes by several different names: asphalt flux, asphalt
extender, asphalt blowdown, VTB (Vacuum Tower
Bottoms) and WEOR (Waste Engine Oil Residue).
Whatever we call it, there’s a very peculiar controversy
brewing. And like many controversies, the instigators
have not been overly burdened with either logic or facts.
Let’s call it asphalt flux and start with a noncontroversial
definition:
Asphalt Flux (AF) is a thick, tarry hydrocarbon product
which is derived from crude oil or from used oil. AF
produced from used oil is typically blended with other
asphalt materials, where it enhances the quality of
finished products (mainly due to superior physical
characteristics). It has two main applications: road
paving and roofing materials.
In road paving, liquid asphalt (containing AF) is mixed
with aggregate to build roads. In roofing materials, the
AF is used in blends to produce sealers and roof shingles.
AF is produced in different ways; some AF is produced
from used oil via distillation processes that also produce
VGO, or that produce base lube oil (re-refining).
So, what’s the problem with asphalt flux produced
from used oil?
Two gentlemen associated with the Department of
Chemistry at Queen’s University in Kingston, Canada, H.F.
Survell and A.M. Hesp, claim that “WEO residue is very
likely a contributing factor in widespread premature and
excessive pavement cracking” and blame the high zinc
content of WEO residue.
Then on June 11, 2014. the State of New Hampshire’s
Department of Transportation issued this edict:
The New Hampshire Department of Transportation,
in conjunction with the other five New England state
transportation agencies, has discussed the potential
impacts of the presence of re-refined engine oil
bottoms in Performance-Graded asphalt binder. As a
result, NHDOT has determined that all suppliers of PG
binder must certify that the PG binder supplied for use
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on Department projects does not contain re-refined
engine oil bottoms, also known as waste engine oil.
This requirement will become effective on August 1,
2014. This requirement is being enacted in response
to documented incidents of premature failure of
pavements that were produced with asphalt containing
re-refined engine oil bottoms.
What’s the real story?
Asphalt flux derived from used oil distillation has been
successfully used as an ingredient in asphalt pavement
and roofing materials at least since 1983. It provides
the critical element of flexibility to “hard asphalt.” It also
enhances the performance of ordinary asphalt with
adhesive strength, joint sealing and other qualities such
as water proofing.
Road and highway construction and repair in the United
States is a big deal. Each year billions of dollars of
taxpayers’ money goes into paving contracts. Obviously,
it is important that these roads and highways last as long
as possible.
Typically, a state Department of Transportation (or the
Federal Highway Administration) will issue specifications
for the asphalt. Competing paving contractors when
bidding on a contract have to demonstrate that
their asphalt will meet the government’s stringent
specifications (which include laboratory test results
on viscosity, specific gravity, flash point, density, ash
content, etc.).
Paving contractors do not reveal their recipes for
asphalt. (These recipes are as closely guarded as
those for Classic Coca-Cola or Colonel Sanders’ fried
chicken.) In addition, used oil recyclers and re-refiners
(who have produced hundreds of millions of gallons of
asphalt flux for the paving and roofing markets) provide
detailed specifications on their products. Both the
paving contractors and the re-refiners know that the
appropriate amount of asphalt flux should be about 6 to
8 percent of the final asphalt product.
Significantly, the Queen’s University study evaluated
asphalt products containing up to 15 percent of “waste
engine oil residue.”
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As Gary Farrar (a marketer of asphalt flux for over 30
years), a Vice President at Heritage – Crystal Clean
pointed out, “if you’re baking a cake and the recipe calls
for one cup of sugar, don’t be surprised if the cake is a
failure when you put three cups of sugar into the mix.”
Who’s fighting back?
NORA perceives New Hampshire’s ban on asphalt flux
produced by re-refiners and others who process used oil
via distillation as a direct threat to the used oil recycling
industry.
At the NORA Board of Directors meeting in Milwaukee,
NORA President Bill Hinton appointed a task force,
chaired by Greg Ray and Ellie Bruce, to help develop
NORA’s response.
In addition, several NORA members (DeMenno/Kerdoon,
Safety-Kleen and Heritage-Crystal Clean) met with
representatives of the Asphalt Institute, headquartered
in Lexington Kentucky, to propose a fact-based
refutation of the allegations that asphalt flux is the cause
of pavement failures.
The Asphalt Institute was supportive of the position of oil
recyclers, and agreed to establish a special committee to
evaluate the issue and provide recommendations.
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A recent meeting in Washington, D.C. with key officials
of the Federal Highway Administration (including FHA’s
senior analytical chemist, Terry Arnold) revealed that
the FHA, which has an intense interest in the causes
of pavement deterioration, has not adopted New
Hampshire’s position against asphalt flux. Indeed, the
FHA generally endorses the use of recycled materials in
asphalt products.
An additional next step is for NORA representatives to
meet with the National Asphalt Pavement Association
(“NAPA”) and the National Center for Asphalt Technology
(“NCAT”) headquartered in Auburn University in
Alabama. NORA has a long history of cooperation with
NAPA on various policy issues affecting the used oil
recycling and asphalt pavement industries.
As NORA Executive Director Scott Parker has made
clear, “we take this threat very seriously and we have
launched an intense and coordinated defense against
unwarranted attacks on asphalt flux.” Stay tuned for late
breaking news.
For more information, contact Chris Harris at gallating@
aol.com.
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2014 NORA Annual Recycling Conference & Trade Show
Fajardo, Puerto Rico • El Conquistador Resort • November 5-8, 2014.

Book Your Room Now | Room Block Over 50% Sold
Reservations in the NORA group block must be made by
October 14, 2014; however, rooms may sell out early.
Most attendees will arrive mid-day on Wednesday,
November 5 and leave Saturday, November 8.

The 2014 NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show will
be held November 5-8, 2014 in Fajardo, Puerto Rico at the
El Conquistador Resort. Join over 400 industry leaders
for networking, business development, and education.
Trade Show
The NORA Trade Show will feature over 50 exhibit
spaces with companies displaying the latest products
and services available to the liquid recycling industry.
Companies interested in exhibiting should visit www.
noranews.org for more information.
Attendee Registration
A conference attendee registration form is enclosed with
this newsletter. You may also register online at www.
noranews.org. Early bird registration for NORA members
starts at $830 for the first attendee and $730 for
additional attendees. After August 29, 2014, registration
for NORA members will be $860 for the first person and
$760 for additional attendees, so submit your registration
today. Trade Show exhibitors should register using the
Exhibitor Agreement found at www.noranews.org.
Sponsorships and Advertising Available
Sponsorships and advertisements are available for
the 2014 NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show.
For as little as $200, you can support your industry
and promote your business to the entire industry. All
sponsors and advertisers will
The lottery deadline for be thanked in Liquid Recycling,
exclusive sponsorships on signage at the event, and
in the conference book given
is August 8!
to all attendees and published
on the NORA website. Additionally, the thank you page
on www.noranews.org links to your company’s website.
Contact Casey Parker at casey@noranews.org or (703)
753-4277 to reserve your sponsorship today!
Hotel Information | El Conquistador Resort
1000 El Conquistador Avenue Fajardo, 00738 Puerto Rico
NORA has secured a block of hotel rooms at this fourdiamond property for $189/night. There is a reduced
resort fee of $15/night, a room attendant fee of $3.00/
room, and a one time porterage fee of $10/person
roundtrip.
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Exhibitors may want to arrive on Tuesday, November 4 to
allow time for exhibit set up. To make your reservation,
call 888-579-2701 and reference the code “NORA 14”
or book online at www.noranews.org/2014ConfHotel.
For Puerto Rico Travel FAQs, visit www.noranews.
org/?page=PRTravel.
Airport Information
The closest airport is Luis
Marin Airport (SJU).

No passpo
required for rt
U.S.
citizens!

Speakers and Presenters
If you are interested in presenting at the 2014 NORA
Conference and Trade Show, contact sparker@noranews.
org or call (703) 753-4277.

Tentative Agenda

(Subject to Change)

Wednesday, November 5th
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM Exhibitor Set Up
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM Tour of Olein Recovery Corporation Plant
2:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Conference Check-in
4:00 PM - 4:30 PM
New Member/Board Member Reception
		

4:30 PM - 7:30 PM
		

(Only open to new members & Board Members)

Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show
MEMBERS ONLY (Speakers Invited as well)
Drinks and heavy hors d’oeuvres served.
Dress is business casual.

Thursday, November 6th
7:00 AM - 7:45 AM Board Member Meeting/Breakfast
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
8:00 AM - 9:55 AM Conference Sessions Open
9:55 AM - 10:20 AM Refreshment Break in Trade Show
10:30 AM - 11:30 AM Spouses’ Brunch
		

(Open to All Registered Spouses)

10:20 AM - 11:45 AM Conference Sessions
12:00 PM - 7:00 PM NORA Annual Golf Tournament,

El Conquistador Resort’s Arthur Hills Golf Course

Friday, November 7th
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Conference Sessions
10:30 AM -11:15 AM Refreshment Break in Trade Show
11:15 AM
Exhibitor Tear Down
11:15 AM - 12:00 PM Conference Sessions
6:45 PM -10:00 PM NORA Closing Party
		
All exhibitors, attendees, speakers & registered
		

spouses are invited to attend this great event!

Saturday, November 8th
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM NORA Annual Fishing Expedition
Activities on your own (golf, spa, shopping, sightseeing)

liquid Recycling
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2014 NORA Trade Show 70% Sold

Secure Your Space Before it Sells Out!
This year’s annual Conference & Trade Show will be the
largest in NORA history, featuring 59 exhibitor spaces.
This premier networking event, that will attract over 400
industry leaders involved in responsibly recycling used
oil and related materials, will be held November 5-8 at
the El Conquistador Resort in Fajardo, Puerto Rico.

Save the date

70% of the trade show exhibitor spaces are already
reserved. Booth reservations are now on a first come
first served basis, so reserve your space today! To see a
list of current exhibitors and booth location, visit www.
noranews.org.
You may reserve a booth by simply contacting Casey
Parker at casey@noranews.org or (703) 753-4277.
You may reserve your space online at www.noranews.
org. The NORA website also includes additional exhibitor
information such as the trade show floor plan, list of
current exhibitors, conference attendee type chart,
testimonials, and more.
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2015 NORA Winter Meeting
The 2015 NORA Winter Meeting will be held
in New Orleans February 18-20, 2015 at The
Roosevelt New Orleans Hotel. The room rate
is $219/night. An EH&S Forum will be held on
Wednesday, February 18, 2015.
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Parts Washers
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Designed to Protect
our Environment
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Parts Washers

Modular Design - Interchangeable Features

Water Based Parts Washing System

BASIC Level Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

440 lb capacity working tray *Strongest on the market!
THREE year limited warranty *Longest on the market!
Flow-thru brush with adjustable fluid control
Adjustable “Goose Neck” spigot
Oil Eater® Skimmer Pads - Soaks Oil from tank
Stainless Steel Drain Screen
26 gallon soaking capacity
Thermally protected 350 GPH Pump

PREMIUM Level Features

Every Machine Includes 6 gallons
Oil Eater® Cleaner & Degreaser

Take the Oil Eater®
Challenge

All BASIC LEVEL features plus
PREMIUM Control System including
• Preset Fluid Heater
• Low Fluid Level Protection Switch
• Secondary 50 Micron Fluid Filtration

PROFESSIONAL Level Features
All PREMIUM LEVEL features plus
PREMIUM Control System including
• High Impact HDPE Lid
• “The Pump Protector” Drain Magnet
• 20 piece Cleaning Brush Kit
• 10W Moisture Resistant LED Work Light

Add an Option:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless Steel Parts Basket
10W LED Moisture Resistant Mountable Worklight
Drain Magnet
High Impact HDPE Lid
Washable - Reusable Stainless Steel Filter
Oil Eater® Skimmer Pads

Unit Dimensions:

Overall - 38.25”L x 34” W x 46” H
Basin - 34.5”L x 22.5” W x 11.0” H
Sink - 34.5”L x 22.5” W x 5.0” H

Call for your free sample

1-800-528-0334
www.oileater.com

Safe Off Gas Handling Practices

by Rishikesh G. Mandawad, Engineer - Process Design, Sequoia Global, INC. and Rohit Joshi

Liquid waste recycling facilities operate many different
processes and unit operations. These could be broadly
classified into tank-farm and processing plant operations.
These operations generate off gasses or vent gases which
contain one or more of odor causing components, volatile
organic compounds (VOC) and potentially hazardous
compounds of sulfur (S), chlorine (Cl) and nitrogen (N). In
summary, process and tank vents from liquid recycling
facilities must be disposed properly and safely to avoid
environmental hazards, and also to meet permit limits for
pollutants (criteria and VOCs).
The Schematic drawing presents typical safe off gas
disposal scheme at a used oil re-refining facility. The gases
generated in an oil recovery unit (such as distillation),
and a polishing unit (such as hydrotreating or solvent
extraction) may be preferentially routed to plant heat
requirements.
These sources are steam boiler units, hot oil (thermic
fluid) heaters or any fired heater which is used for
heating of process liquid. Off gases are directly routed
to combustion zones in these heaters. Alternatively, the
gases can be mixed with primary gaseous fuel such as
natural gas or LPG and combusted in a regular or customdesigned burner. Hydrocarbons, VOC and other pollutants
get converted into oxides (SOx, NOx, CO, CO2, etc.) in the
radiant zone of the heater. When permitted, heat recovery
from process and tank vents can help reduce the energy
bill by 5-20% in a typical used oil processing facility.
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In situations where heat recovery is not permitted, off
gases may be routed to a thermal oxidizer. The Thermal
oxidizer converts pollutants into respective oxides in
much the same way as in a thermic fluid or process
heater but it is custom designed for proper combustion
of the pollutants being disposed off. The EPA and state air
permit agencies specify the minimum temperature and
residence time needed for oxidation of one or more target
pollutant(s) in the vent gas. Typically, the thermal oxidizer
must allow a residence time of one (1) second at 14001500oF for safe destruction of benzene or similar simple
aromatic VOCs. If the vent gases contain more recalcitrant
compounds such as pesticides, stricter conditions may be
specified for the thermal oxidizer. Generally, for non-RCRA
liquid recycling facilities, a thermal oxidizer specified with
a residence time of 2 seconds at 1600oF would be a sound
investment.
Evaporation of light hydrocarbons and potentially
hazardous species during tank operations and their
breathing cause odor, unsafe working conditions and
requires proper handling. The same thermal oxidizer
may be used for disposal of gases from tank farms and
terminals, especially from the hoods used for loading hot
distillation bottoms (asphalts) and light fuel byproducts.
In some cases, a thermal oxidizer unit may be installed
as a backup source for off gas disposal when the process
heaters are not running or running purely on primary fuel
source (see schematic).
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An absorber utilizing granular activated carbon (GAC)
or any special carbons such as those impregnated with
potassium hydroxide (KOH) may be used as an abatement
device for process and tank vents. Economic feasibility
of these carbon units must be balanced against their
ease of use. It must be noted that activated carbon beds
can be all the more flammable once they are laden with
pollutants and therefore proper flame arrestors and waterseals must be used to prevent flame travel and air entry
respectively. GAC or similar absorbents can be installed
as back-ups to primary or secondary abatement devices
such as the waste-heat recovery units and/or thermal
oxidizers (see schematic).
As mentioned above, the flue gas leaving a combustion
unit contains inorganic oxides, hydrogen chlorine (HCl)
and particulate matter (PM). The concentration of these
species varies with composition of vent gases. The hourly
and annual emission limits for these compounds are
regulated by state agencies. To stay below the permitted
limits, the inorganic (acidic) and particulate contaminants
can be removed from heater flue gas stream(s) by using a
wet gas (such as caustic) scrubber.
A gas scrubber usually has two parts. The ventury
scrubber section cools down the flue gasses and helps
remove particulate matter. The cooled flue gas is then

contacted with a stream of alkaline solution. Sulfur (S) and
chlorine (Cl) compounds react with sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) or similar alkaline compound in water and form
salts of sodium (Na2SO3, NaCl) or calcium. The salts are
carried away with spent alkaline solution stream and the
gas, substantially free form inorganic, acid and particulate
pollutants, is released to the atmosphere. The alkaline
solution is kept under circulation and a small amount
is purged out to avoid built up of salts in the circulating
solution.
In a manner similar to the vent gases, liquid by-products
such as fuels from recycling facilities may be combusted
in waste recovery units working in conjunction with a wet
gas scrubber. However, it’s the handling of vent gases
from the process units and tanks that misses attention
of facilities and causes odors, unsafe conditions and
problems with permitting authorities. Handling and
disposal of vent gases of your facility is not technically
difficult and makes business sense in the long-term.
For more information, please contact Rohit Joshi at:
rohit.joshi@sequoia-global.com

Are You Still Working Without SAFETY RAILS?
Support Your Drivers!

✓

X

–– Watch Our Video ––

Oilmen’s Safety Rails can be retrofitted to units

trucktanks.com/videos

in the field or added as an option on new units.

Railings can be raised and lowered from the ground
with the push of a button.
Automatic retraction takes place when air brakes are
released - in case operator forgets to lower rails.
O i l men’s Truck Tanks
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|

800-859-8265

|

www.trucktanks.com
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OPINION

Moving Used Oil Forward

by James Au, Senior Process Engineer and David Ng, Process Engineer at Chemical Engineering Partners

Lube base oil is one of the most valuable components
in a barrel of crude oil. Therefore, this valuable resource
must be recycled. Today, there are several ways of
recycling used oil. Burning used oil as a fuel is a common
way to recycle used oil. Generally, used oil is combusted
in space heaters, boilers, furnaces, and kilns. However,
combustion of used oil is irreversible and the valuable
base oil is lost forever. In addition, the burning of used oil
poses many severe threats to the environment. In 2013,
a Life Cycle Assessment of Used Oil Management in
California was conducted by the University of California
at Santa Barbara (UCSB). When compared against
other used oil recycling methods, burning of used oil
contributes the highest to Global Warming Potential
(GWP). This means that burning of used oil produces
the most greenhouse gases. In addition, other than
dumping in landfills, burning of used oil as fuel is the
worst in Ecotoxicity Potential (ETP) and Human Health
Criteria Air Potential (HHCAP). This is expected because
used oil contains high level of metals and contaminants
that are toxic to the natural environment. Therefore,
burning used oil will effectively release high levels of
toxic substances into the atmosphere.
Furthermore, with the abundance of low cost natural
gas across the United States, selling used oil as a fuel is
becoming a less viable option. Natural gas production
continues to increase, which keeps the price low. This
makes natural gas a cheap and clean fuel, lowering the
value of used oil. Therefore, burning used oil as fuel is
becoming less profitable. If a stable used oil collection
is available, it is much more sensible, in the long run, to
re-refine the used oil into high quality base oil.
With the trend to move away from burning due to
market and environmental reasons, used oil re-refining is
getting the attention of many used oil collectors. In the
past few years, there have been several announcements
of new projects being designed. There are two
approaches that have been taken by companies looking
to move away from burning the used oil. One approach
is to do as little as possible to improve the quality of the
used oil to make a higher value fuel. The other approach
is to re-refine the used oil to produce base oil. Lube base
oil can be recovered from used oil and “regenerated”
to the quality equal to or better than its original virgin
form by using a proper re-refining process. Compared
to burning used oil as fuel, re-refining is a much more
attractive business venture. In addition, re-refining is a
much more environmentally responsible way to recycle
used oil. According to the study conducted by UCSB,
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when compared to other used oil recycling methods,
re-refining is the most environmentally friendly in several
categories including: GWP, ETP, HHCAP.1 Furthermore,
since the base oil is regenerated and reused over and
over again, the need for base oil from crude processing
is displaced, which can help reduce our dependence on
crude oil.
The current U.S. base oil market is going through a shift
with the improvement in fuel economy requirements
in cars. The new engines put a harder strain on the
lubricants, requiring higher quality base oils. We are
observing a shift away from Group I base oil as shown
by the shutdown of several crude oil Group I base oil
plants. With the shutdown of the Group I plants, the price
for Group I has gotten very close to Group II, due to the
reduction in supply. This is however, a short term pricing
effect of low supply until all the base oil consumers
move to Group II and later on to Group III. With the
shift to higher quality base oil, re-refineries should be
looking to get into the best technology. Currently, the
best technology for re-refining uses hydrotreating to
produce Group II base oil. In the past several years with
the increase in base oil quality, there has also been
a corresponding increase in used oil quality. One of
the major U.S. re-refineries was designed to produce a
high quality Group I base oil using hydrotreating. For
many years, it produced the high quality Group I base
oil, however with the recent improvement in used oil
quality, they have been able to produce Group II base
oil without any modifications to their process. This
increase in used oil quality has also enabled companies
to be able to move from Group II production to Group
II+ base oil, which has a higher selling price. As this
trend continues, it will allow companies with the latest
hydrotreating technology to eventually produce Group
III base oil, without any process improvements. However,
it is difficult to determine how long is required for the
used oil quality to improve to produce Group III. In order
to push the quality of base oil produced by re-refineries,
R&D is occurring to make Group III base oil production as
soon as possible.
Chemical Engineering Partners can be reached by phone at
(949) 757-7555 or e-mail at cepinfo@ceptechnology.com
Geyer, Roland, Kuczenski, Brandon, Henderson, Ashley, and Zink,
Trevor. Life Cycle Assessment of Used Oil Management in California.
Universisty of California at Santa Barbara, CA., USA. 7 June 2013.
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NORA’s Best Management Practices and the PCB Epidemic
by Chris Harris, NORA General Counsel

NORA’s unrelenting effort to obtain a sensible policy
on PCB remediation is making headway with EPA. In
a series of meetings with EPA over the past several
months, NORA’s representatives including Scott Parker,
Steve Shimberg and Jack Waggoner have presented
NORA’s proposal for replacing the draconian TSCA
clean-up requirements with a much more logical
approach. The basic element of NORA’s proposal is this:
NORA members who implement “Best Management
Practices” in testing and isolating used oil potentially
contaminated with PCBs will not have to incinerate
used oil with a concentration below 50 parts per
million – even if the original source of the PCBs had a
concentration above 50 ppm.
EPA’s TSCA regulations require that when the original
source of the PCB had a concentration that exceeds 50
ppm all of PCBs in subsequent concentrations must be
incinerated – a very major expense. This is known as
the “anti-dilution rule” and it was originally intended as
a major deterrent to intentional mixing for the purpose
of diluting the concentration of PCBs to below 50 ppm.
Unfortunately, EPA has consistently applied this rule to
unintentional mixing. Consequently, when a PCB hit
is discovered after normal blending has occurred, all
of the used oil containing any quantity of PCBs (even
below 2 ppm) must be incinerated. Normally, used oil
containing less than 2 ppm of PCBs would be considered
on-specification used oil (if the other standards such as
heavy metal and total halogens are also met). Obviously,
EPA’s anti-dilution rule results in the unnecessary and
wasteful destruction of significant quantities of valuable
fuels.
NORA’s proposal would exempt those NORA members
who have implemented the Best Management Practices
from the harsh results of the anti-dilution rule. So,
what are the Best Management Practices? Essentially
they are sensible precautions for (1) preventing and
minimizing PCB contamination of used oil; and (2)
identifying the “culprit generator” who transferred the
PCB-contaminated used oil to a transporter or processor.
The Best Management Practices include retaining used
oil samples and certifications from generators, reporting
PCB hits to EPA and training employees to properly
implement the Best Management Practices.
However, the most important feature of the Best
Management Practices is the “guard tank.” Under NORA’s
proposal, all used oil received at a used oil processing
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facility must be tested for PCBs. This can be done by
the used oil generator or from a sample taken from a
tanktruck or rail car before it is unloaded. All used oil
that has not been previously tested must be transferred
to a guard tank. All used oil in the guard tank must be
tested for PCBs (and proven not be contaminated with
PCBs) before being processed. If the used oil in the
guard tank is contaminated with PCBs it must be locked
down.
What happens to the PCB-contaminated used oil
in the guard tank? This depends on the source and
concentration of the PCBs. As set forth in a second
document prepared by NORA and presented to EPA,
the heavy-handed anti-dilution rule would not apply.
Consequently, to take the most usual situation, where
the original source of the PCBs exceeded 50 ppm but the
concentration in the guard tank was below 50 ppm, the
used oil in the guard tank could be sent to a qualified rerefiner using an EPA-approved hydro-treatment process
that destroys PCBs or it can be burned as off-spec used
oil in an industrial furnace. This approach preserves
the value of the used oil – rather than condemn it to
expensive destruction by an incinerator.
Two other documents being transmitted to EPA involve
the “approval” process for facilities that can destroy
PCBs while preserving the used oil. One addresses the
requirements for a facility that uses a hydro-treater to
destroy PCBs in used oil; the other deals with any other
technology that would meet the same PCB destruction
performance standard. The approval process is intended
to streamline the normal (and very lengthy) TSCA permit
process while retaining all of the necessary safeguards to
protect human health and the environment.
What’s the reaction at EPA headquarters? In the
discussions thus far, EPA has been quite receptive to
NORA’s proposals. This may come as a surprise. EPA,
however, has come to realize that there is a PCB epidemic
in the United States that has hit the oil recycling industry
in recent years -- even though PCBs were prohibited
from manufacture more than 35 years ago and the
stringent TSCA rules on PCB disposal were adopted.
In other words, the PCB epidemic has become a crisis
that is unfairly being inflicted on the used oil recycling
industry – an industry that is at the forefront of battling
the epidemic. EPA is beginning to understand that
punishing the victims of the epidemic is not the right
way to solving the problem.
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Hydrotreating in Re-Refining Applications:
Catalyst Selection Options
by Peter Douvry, , Business Development Manager, Porocel

Hydrotreating is a common technology used by re-refiners
to produce high quality Group II and III base oils from used
motor oil. At the heart of the process are the metal traps
and catalysts that fill the hydrotreaters. Proper selection
of these items can have a tremendous impact on cost,
product quality and cycle length.
Metal Traps
The additive packages used in motor oil contain several
elements, such as silicon, phosphorus, and zinc, which
can poison hydrotreating catalyst and substantially
reduce its effective life. The most efficient way to deal
with these impurities is with the proper selection of metal
traps. These grading materials, placed in
front of the catalyst, can selectively remove
these catalyst poisons, thereby protecting
the main catalyst bed and in some cases
significantly prolonging its life.
Catalyst
Hydrotreating catalyst performs hydrodesulfurization
and hydrodenitrogenation on the used oil stream. The
process reduces the sulfur content of the stream to within
specification, eliminates most color bodies, and performs
some hydrogenation of active olefinic compounds, which
untreated could contribute to unwanted polymerization.
There are a wide variety of shapes, sizes, and compositions
of hydrotreating catalysts available, often making the
catalyst selection process a challenge.
Many re-refiners still use fresh, never-before-used
catalyst, but a large percentage of the market has shifted
to regenerated and rejuvenated catalysts. These are
catalysts that have been used once before in conventional
refining applications, then reprocessed to restore most of
their original catalytic activity. The catalyst must be low
in adsorbed impurities (e.g., silicon, arsenic, vanadium,
sodium) to be a candidate for reprocessing. In most cases
an appropriate regenerated and/or rejuvenated catalyst
can replace fresh catalyst. Replacing fresh catalyst with
these options can potentially reduce a re-refiner’s catalyst
costs by over 60% without any loss in performance.
Regenerated catalyst has been oxidatively regenerated to
burn off the carbon and hydrocarbons that accumulated
on the catalyst during its earlier cycle. Depending on the
specific catalyst, this can restore 70-95% of the original
catalytic activity. Rejuvenated catalyst undergoes an
additional reprocessing step which can improve the
catalyst’s activity in some cases to over 100% of the original
catalytic activity.
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Catalyst Activation
Hydrotreating catalyst is activated by the presence of sulfur
during the start-up process. The sulfur can be added “in
situ” using various sulfur dopants, or “ex situ” by a third
party. Today most of the industry has migrated to ex situ
solutions due to the inconvenience and potential HSE
issues surrounding the use of sulfur dopants.
Ex situ solutions fall into two categories – presulfurization
and full activation. Presulfurization involves the application
of a sulfur-containing compound to the catalyst by a
vendor. The catalyst is partially activated during the
application process, and the remaining activation takes
place during the start-up of the catalyst. Fully activated
catalyst is completely activated by the
vendor. The start-up processes are almost
identical for both options, and for rerefiners the significant cost advantage of
presulfurization makes it the preferred
sulfiding solution.
Technical Support
Selecting the right regenerated and/or rejuvenated
catalysts is not a trivial matter. The re-refiner should
choose a catalyst vendor that can provide technical
guidance during the selection process as well as during
the start-up and use of the catalyst. The technical support
engineer should be able to assist the unit engineer with
unit monitoring, thereby continuously assessing the
performance of the catalyst. This can provide invaluable
information for future metal trap and catalyst selection
and potentially allow the re-refiner to improve their unit
performance and cycle length from run to run.
Summary
Catalyst selection and the appropriate use of metal
traps can have a huge impact on hydrotreating unit
performance. A variety of high performance regenerated
and rejuvenated catalyst options exist, all priced well below
fresh catalyst. Each hydrotreating unit is unique – there is
no “one size fits all” solution. However, with the help of an
experienced vendor technical support engineer low risk
customized solutions can be identified and implemented,
potentially leading to substantial cost savings.
Peter Douvry | Business Development Manager
(281) 469-8555 - office | (281) 610-9004 - cell | (281) 469-8598 - fax
pdouvry@porocel.com | www.Porocel.com
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PESCO BEAM
25+ Years of Successfully Designing,
Engineering, Fabricating, Operating,
and Commissioning:
• Used Lube Oil Re-Refinery Plants
• Solvent Recovery Facilities
• Anti-Freeze Recycling Equipment
• Bio-Fuel Production Systems

...best price & value
of any comparable system
in the industry...

Used
Motor Oil

PESCO-BEAM

Recovered
Base Lube
N-150,
Unfiltered

Recovered
Recovered
Base Lube
Base Lube
N-150,
N-150,
after Solvent LPS Filtered
Extraction

Environmental Solutions, Inc.

www.pescobeam.com
Phone: 540-206-2788 ~ Fax: 540-206-2791 ~ 1005 Industry Circle, S.E. ~ Roanoke, VA 24013

Environmentally Sound Strategies for
Polishing Re-Refined Lube Oil Distillate
by Luke Staengl, PESCO-BEAM

In the past several years Used Lube Oil “re-refining”
has become a more widely accepted and utilized
technology for gaining additional value from used
crankcase lube oil. What follows is a brief description of
the most common technologies used to produce “base
lube”, with comments on some of the advantages and
disadvantages of each.
1. “Acid Clay” technology which combined heat, sulfuric
or other acids, activated clay and agitation in a vessel
followed by filtration of the mixture to remove the clay
and contaminants. This produces a “Group 1” base lube
of questionable quality, and a major problem is that the
resulting sludge is highly polluting. This technology has
been declared illegal in many countries – though it is still
in use in many areas of the world. In some cases this has
been combined with vacuum distillation which produces
a somewhat better “Group 1” base lube. However the
sludge problem still remains.
2. Vacuum Distillation followed by Solvent Extraction,
which produces a very acceptable “Group 1” base lube.
In this approach, the used lube oil is distilled in at least

two stages, with the “gas-oil” or “light ends”
being removed first in some type of flash
evaporator or vacuum tower, followed
by a deep vacuum distillation in which
most of the lube fraction is distilled.
The residual from the distillation stage
would be classified as either a heavy
“bunker” fuel or “asphalt flux” for use
as an asphalt additive. The lube
distillate is then run through a
liquid/liquid solvent extraction
column with the lube flowing
from bottom to top and the
solvent flowing from top to
bottom.
Various mechanisms
are used to create
as much contacting
of the two streams
as possible as they
pass each other. The
solvent used in NMP,
which is a very benign
and environmentally
safe solvent. As the
solvent encounters the oil
along the way it strips out
most of the contaminants. The
oil is subjected to a steam stripping
step to remove any traces of the solvent, and ends up
with a color of 1 to 1.5 with good stability, and a sulfur
of around 500 - 600 PPM. The solvent is sent to two
further distillation columns to remove the contaminants
so that it can be reused. NMP is quite expensive, so the
recovery rate is well over 99%. The contaminants, known
as the “extract” can be used as a low quality fuel. Solvent
Extraction is a relatively safe technology as there are
no high pressure reactions or vessels involved, and it is
environmentally very benign also. These systems also
are much less expensive than Hydrotreaters, and can be
scaled down to fit small plants.
3. Vacuum Distillation followed by Hydrotreatment,
which produces a “Group 2” or Group 2+” base lube. In
this type of plant, the first step is distillation of the lube
fraction as described above in section 2. This is followed
by heating the lube fraction up to a temperature of
about 300 to 340 degrees centigrade, and it is then
introduced into first one reactor (the guard bed) and
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then into a second reactor (the hydrotreating reactor).
At the same time Hydrogen is introduced into the
reactors, and with the aid of certain catalysts, Chlorinated
contaminants and nitrogen compounds are converted
into ammonium chloride. Sulfur is removed as hydrogen
sulphide. The result is an excellent Group 2 or Group 2+
base lube, with color of <1, and sulfur of <300 PPM. This
all takes place at high pressure, ranging from 1,000 PSIG
to 1,500 PSIG. The major disadvantage of this technology
is the danger of operating a system with hydrogen and
oil at high pressure, which can give rise to flash fires and
major environmental releases if gaskets or seals give way
or leaks occur. Another downside is that due to the high
pressure and required special metallurgy, the systems are
expensive, and therefore are economically feasible only
at higher throughputs of 20 million gallons per year or
more.
4. Vacuum Distillation followed by Activated Bauxite
Filtration. In this technology, the distilled lube oil is
flowed through multiple columns which are filled with
Activated Bauxite (often referred to as Clay) granules,
and the contaminants are adsorbed by the Bauxite
Beads, which have a very large surface area. When the
Bauxite is saturated with contaminants, the flow of oil
is stopped, the oil is drained out, and the “Clay” is then
regenerated through a carefully controlled combustion

process which “burns” the contaminants out of the clay.
This technology is highly applicable to small ULO
re-refineries with throughputs of less than 5 million
gallons per year. Depending on the number of clay
columns a system has compared to the amount of oil
to be processed, you can obtain either a Group 1 or a
Group 2 Base Lube from this system. The disadvantage
of this approach is that it is not useful in plants larger
than 5 million gallons per year, as you need a massive
quantity of columns, which require a lot of room. It also
destroys a significant percentage of lube (more than
5%) during clay regeneration. An advantage is that with
a well designed system the clay seems to have almost
unlimited life. This system is relatively inexpensive and is
completely environmentally benign.
5. Lastly, a combination of Solvent Extraction followed
by Activated Bauxite Filtration allows larger plants to
obtain Group 2 Base Lube without having to invest in
a Hydrotreater. This approach reduces the size of the
needed clay system because you are feeding it a much
cleaner lube. The systems are safe and environmentally
friendly.
For more information, contact Luke Staengl, President and
CEO of PESCO-BEAM, at luke@pescobeam.com.

Integrated Insurance Programs
for the Recycling Industry

XL Group
Insurance

For more than 20 years, XL Group’s Environmental team has
been providing integrated insurance solutions that include
• Property & Casualty coverage
• Pollution coverage, tailored to customer needs
• Specialized risk control and
claims management services
You also benefit from our financial strength
and stability:
• A (Excellent) by A.M. Best
• A ( Strong) by Standard & Poor’s
• A2 (Good) by Moody’s
For more information, contact
Matt Gartner, AVP, Environmental
Toll-free: +1 800 327 1414
Direct: +1 610 968 9294
matthew.gartner@xlgroup.com
xlenvironmental.com
Coverages are underwritten by the following XL Group plc insurance companies: Greenwich Insurance Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL Insurance America, Inc.,
XL Specialty Insurance Company, and XL Insurance Company Limited—Canadian Branch. Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions.
XL Group is the global brand used by XL Group plc’s insurance subsidiaries. Information and ratings accurate as of May, 2012.
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Tech Tools For a More Efficient Office
by David Kroutil, Advantage Route Systems, Inc.

Every NORA member can make use of today’s
technology to run their business better and smarter.
There are literally hundreds of ‘tech tools’ that will
help you run a more efficient office; plant and even on
route! Efficiencies can be gained in dozens areas of your
operations. Here are just a few:

handhelds you can even record payment for oil on the
spot. Some collectors use halogen test kits to take a
sample and record their results on a handheld. Portable
printers let you give a receipt to the customer at the time
of the visit. Newer systems can even email a receipt to
the customer allowing you to go paperless.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Another tool that is slowly being adopted is remote
tank monitoring. This involves a sensor and transmitter
at your collection tank that is connected to a wired or
wireless network which will send data back to your office
telling you the fill level of each tank. You can arrange
pick-ups based upon actual needs, not just guess work.
This will help you reduce miles and makes better use of
your team. Improving efficiencies helps with employee
satisfaction which results in a healthier and happier
workplace.

Plant Operations
As you collect data in the field
Within your office
Through your Web site.

Let’s look at the opportunities in each of these areas.
Plant Operations
Most of you already use computers to monitor your inplant operations. Whether you have a small tank yard
or a complete refinery, computers monitor tank levels,
temperature and other key operational conditions.
With sensors at a number of critical points, the data is
reported back to a central computer which would have a
monitor showing your plant with key data points. Alerts
are immediately popped to the screen and most
likely you will be emailed if something is
urgent. If you run multiple sites, they
can be connected by a network so you
can get a bird’s eye view of your
entire operations. No longer
are you forced to sit in front of
a console to see the data. You
can carry a small tablet around
with you and no matter where
you go, you are connected and
able to make critical decisions at
a moment’s notice.
Collecting Data from the
field
Over the last five years,
handheld technology has grown
in popularity so you can secure
information on how much oil, water
and anti-freeze is being picked up at each
stop. It will track product levels on your truck
and provide your driver with historical data about
prior servicing. It also tracks and then transfers
back to your desktop all data about the
stop including gallons, time serviced,
a signature from the party who
authorized the pickup, etc. With
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Technology in your office
Hardly anyone goes to work without logging in to your
desktop PC. Not only do you check your email, log in to
and use your accounting program, but most likely you
search the web for commodity prices; check on the
news that may affect your business and
settle in. You may have a few favorite
spreadsheets you have created to
monitor key performance indicators
in your business. You may even
have a direct feed from your
customer sites showing you
tank levels. Maybe on the wall
you have a screen showing you
where your trucks are and
how long they have been
there. You head out for lunch
and grab your smart phone
(with your email on it) so you
don’t miss anything. It has almost
everything at your fingertips.
You hired a new employee last Friday.
He just grabbed your iPad® and is doing
on-line safety training. You know he passed
because 2 minutes after he completes the online test you get an email showing you his results.
Your marketing person just downloaded a list of
328 potential customers from a web site so
you can have leads for your salesperson.
Your purchasing agent just found
a bargain on 10,000 oil absorbing
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pads from a competitor two states away who is going
out of business.

back-end system can let your customers see relevant
accounting data in real time.

Such is the modern office. Who really wants to go back
ten years ago to the old way? If you are not using these
tools to your advantage, you may not be able to keep up
with your competitors who do.

Finally, if you are unsure what to do with your web site,
look at your competitors. Often times they have large
marketing departments who specialize on web design
and have some good ideas that you may want to use.
In addition, you may want to personalize your site with
things you know are of interest in your area. Keep your
site simple, clean and fresh. Have some friends look at
it and give you feedback. The key: Make it useable and
inviting.

Web Site for customers
Almost all of your customers are Web savvy - as well
as most of your prospects. Having a useable and
informative Web site can be a huge boost to your
marketing and customer service activities. For prospects,
you want a Web site that shows clearly what you do;
what your service area is and why they should do
business with you. Make it easy for them to contact
you with colorful, easy-to-follow graphics as well as
displaying your phone number (or email address)
prominently.
Customers have slightly different expectations from
your site. Yes, they may want to quickly find your phone
number if they have an emergency; but they also may be
interested in seeing their collection history; last checks
issued for oil, etc. If you have web-based tank monitors,
they may want to go to your site to see current tank
levels. This is particularly true if they manage collection
sites in several states or over a large region. Tying to your

You don’t need to be a technology guru or ‘propeller
head’ to use modern tools in your business. Simple tools
will save you time; give your customers a better feeling
about your company and make your lives more efficient.
The trick is maintaining a balance between proven
technology and things that are ‘out there.’ The landscape
is constantly changing and what was bizarre two years
ago is now the standard today. Secure the help of an
expert if you need to make a technology road map for
your company. Just don’t be shy. You can do it!
For more information, contact David Kroutil, CEO of
Advantage Route Systems, Inc. at dkroutil@advantagers.
com.

RADIAN	
  
Chemicals	
  
A GREEN Approach to the
Management of Spent Solvents
www.radianchemicals.com
281.883.4389
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OPINION

Industry Challenges & Emerging Technology
by Dan Cowart, President & Founder of the International Used Oil Research Institute (IUORI), Aaron Oil Company, Inc.

Our industry like many others is experiencing rapid
change. We are seeing many mergers and acquisitions
taking place. This is happening many times due to one
company failing and another company about to fail
coming together in hopes that 1+1= maybe 1. However,
in a number of cases the industry continues to see
company failures at an unprecedented rate and it is the
opinion of IUORI this trend
will continue for the next few
years.
The fundamental causes
are somewhat elementary
as many companies in our
industry have made major
investments in re-refining
used oil into lubricants. Some
experts in the lubricant
industry are still forecasting a
gross over supply of lubricants
in the North America markets
for as far out as 2025.
Another key challenge for the
industry is the move from Group II base oil to a Group
III and Group III+. Experts in the industry are forecasting
demands for lubricants to return sometime around the
year 2025; however, it will not be the Group II lubricants
in demand, but rather Group III & Group III+ lubricants.
Major Technology-Market Challenge for Re-Refiner's
Asphalt Flux
As more and more states continue to ban the usage of
re-refiners' asphalt flux in asphalt production, which
historically has been an acceptable practice, the industry
is faced with a technological or new market challenge:
come up with a usage of what amounts to 8% to 15% of
most feedstock.
Used Oil Prices at the Generator Level
A key factor that has had a great impact on the
economics causing bankruptcies, company failures,
as well as increase in mergers and acquisition across
the industry the last few years, has been a result of an
inflated/unsustainable price that many service providers
are paying to generators of used oil. It is the opinion of
the IUORI these inflated/unsustainable prices currently
being paid for used oil must be corrected over the 3rd
& 4th quarter 2014 or further industry failures will be
imminent.
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Conclusion
Though many challenges exist for the used oil and
petroleum fuel reclamation industry the IUORI
continues to see new technology emerging that will
revolutionize the industry. The research efforts of the
IUORI in partnership with the research and development
facility located at Aaron Oil Company’s south Alabama
processing plant as well the University of South
Alabama scientists and staff has resulted in a number
of unprecedented technological developments that are
sure to bring new efficiencies to the industry. The IUORI
has already announced some of these developments and
others will be publicized in the near future.
Currently IUORI is working to address the re-refiners’
asphalt flux technology/market challenges. We have
almost completed a multi-million dollar process at the
Aaron Oil Company facility located in south Alabama.
The process has been designed to be fully automated
where data and performance results can be monitored
continuously. Testing is scheduled to begin in the next
30 days. Along with these efforts we will be utilizing the
scientific laboratories at the University of South Alabama
and working with other stake holders to respond to
the asphalt flux studies which have been used to cause
a number of states to ban the use of asphalt flux from
re-refiners. It is our intent to determine other suitable
and economic markets for the asphalt flux material
generated by the industry. This may include new
process technologies designed to remove unwanted
constituents in order to make other beneficial products
from this material.
IUORI will report its findings as we develop solutions for
this critical industry challenge.
For more information, contact Dan Cowart at danc@
aaronoil.com
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USEDOIL-STIK

™

RADAR LIQUID LEVEL GAUGE
& OVERFILL PREVENTION FOR
USED OIL TRANSPORTATION

• Keep drivers safely on
the ground
• Batching feature reports
volumes loaded or
unloaded
• Can be integrated into
many back office
solutions
• Monitor multiple
compartments at once
The new UsedOil-Stik™ is Titan’s solution for used oil
transportation. It is safer, quicker, and more accurate to use than
manually dipping the tank. The display mounts at eye-level on the
truck, removing the need to climb the tank to measure fluid levels.
This keeps the driver safely off the top of the tank, and allows them
to check the volume more quickly. The gauge uses Guided Wave
Radar to report liquid level or volume to an accuracy of 0.1 inches.

Titan Logix Corp. | Titan Logix USA Corp.
Toll-Free: 1.877.462.4085
www.titanlogix.com

Supplier/Vendor

Spotlight

1. How is your company connected to the industry?
Chemical Engineering Partners has been providing re-refining
technology to the used oil industry since 1988. We are the
leaders in providing hydrotreating re-refining technology to
used oil collectors throughout the world. Our company is
committed to the recycling of used oil through re-refining into
base oils, in order to preserve the lube oil, which is the most
valuable component of crude.
2. What products/services does Chemical Engineering
Partners provide to the industry?
Chemical Engineering Partners provides:
A. Re-refining technology with hydrotreating to produce
Group II and Group II+ base oils (or Group I if requested)
B. Catalyst (CEP-HRX TM)specifically designed for the rerefining of used oils and to maintain the longest possible run
times between shutdowns of the re-refinery
C. Clay Finishing Treatment technology through our
technology partners to produce Group I base oil
D. VGO Recovery process
3. What value do you find in NORA Membership?
NORA membership provides valuable news and information
about the used oil industry. It allows us to participate in key
industry and political developments while providing a forum
for members to meet to discuss and develop strategies to
protect our industry. NORA also allows technology companies
like ourselves to present our technology and developments to
potential clients.
4. What changes have you witnessed related to used oil
processing technology over the last 10 years?
Over the past several years, there have been a significant
movement to build and operate used oil re-refineries using
a high tech process such as Chemical Engineering Partners’
technology. In the past, most used oil collected was processed
using a low tech process such as acid clay treatment or
the oil was just simply burned as fuel. With the more strict
environmental regulations, the amount of used oil being
re-refined has increased. About 5 years ago, Chemical
Engineering Partners was the first speaker ever at the ICIS base
oil conference to present about the used oil re-refining. Now,
used oil re-refining has become common knowledge for most
of the base oil suppliers and producers.
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5. What advances/trends in used oil processing technology
do you anticipate in the next 5 years?
In the coming years, the market for base oils will continue to
move toward higher quality products. Chemical Engineering
Partners is in the process of developing our technology to
produce Group III base oils. In addition, the industry has
accepted re-refining as not only an environmentally friendly
business, but an profitable business as well. As countries
continue to support re-refining, the market will continue to
develop in smaller countries who may not have considered
re-refining in the past.
We predict that re-refiners will need to invest in re-refining
processes that allow for flexibility in production to take
advantage of market pricing. In the last few years, we have
seen significant fluctuation in pricing of base oils and fuel
oils. Chemical Engineering Partners’ process can allow for
customers to take advantage of these changes in product
pricing. Chemical Engineering Partners’ technology has
operational flexibility; without any additional capital
investment, our re-refining technology can allow the
customers to produce VGO, API Group I base oils or API Group
II base oils depending on the market demand.
While re-refining has been around for a long time, the
understanding of what re-refining means and that it can be a
profitable business needs to continue to be developed to the
public. In the past few decades, the industry has had great
success in educating the public on the harmful environmental
effects of disposing used oil through dumping or pouring into
drains that run off into the ocean. As the world moves to a
green future, the public will again need to become educated,
as collectors in the industry have been, to options of recycling
of used oil and environmental impact of burning used oil.
Public awareness can allow for additional incentives to rerefineries through government support for green business. As
there will always be a market for used oil as a fuel, we are able
to provide options to collectors around the world as to how
to recycle their used oil. While we wish to provide the option
of re-refining to all used oil collectors as a service provider,
our top priority is ensuring our customers have a profitable
business, which is why it’s important to have options.
Chemical Engineering Partners has over 25 years of experience of
designing, operating and troubleshooting used oil re-refineries.
Chemical Engineering Partners operates 10 re-refineries all over
the world, offering a robust and reliable process.
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Recovering Tomorrow’s Energy

Vertex Energy is a leader in the
aggregation, recycling and processing of
distressed hydrocarbon streams thereby
reducing America’s reliance on foreign
oil.
Our focus is on creating value through a
variety of strategies and technologies
that facilitate the re-refining of used oil
and off specification commercial
chemical products into higher value
commodities.

Contact us at:

866-660-8156
Stock ticker – VTNR
Member Since 2001

WWW.VERTEXENERGY.COM
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Accurate Energy

paul@accurate-energy.com
302-947-9560
Accurate-Energy specializes in
providing recycled fuel oil products,
environmental services, and creative
market approaches for customers
who require exceptional service and
value.

Advantage Route
Systems

dkroutil@advantagers.com
209-632-1122 ext. 225
Advantage Route Systems is a
global supplier of route accounting
software using sophisticated,
affordable handheld computers to
collect data on route. Used by many
companies in the waste oil recycling
business; proven ROI. Available for
Android phones.

Air Products & Chemicals

lebrectd@airproducts.com
610-481-8388
Air Products is the global leader
in hydrogen production and
services. Additionally, APCI provides
atmospheric gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, and argon, and technology
to enable customers to become
more productive, energy efficient
and sustainable.

Allen Filters, Inc.

cfaucett@allenfiltersinc.com
417-865-2844
Oil filtration, purification and waste
stream re-refining.

Amchem Inc.

craig@amcheminc.com
903-236-0138
Chemical Distribution

American Testing
Technologies

stacyl@
americantestingtechnologies.com
877-634-9906
We provide a full range of analytical
services to petroleum suppliers and
users. With over 25 years experience,
we offer the highest quality testing
of oils, fuels, biofuels, waters, waste,
and hazardous waste. Most tests are
completed within 24 hours.

AMSPEC

nebocoltd@aol.com
713-330-1000
Est.1986, an industry leader
providing inspection and lab
services in accordance with API
and ASTM standards. U.S. Customs/
IFIA approved. Located throughout
the N.E., US Gulf and West Coasts,
with global affiliates to service our
international clients.
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Analytical Services, Inc
wjones@asi-lab.com
770-7344200
Environmental Monitoring &
Laboratory Services

Argus Media

chloe.bazille@argusmedia.com
713-4296343
Argus Base Oils provides weekly
base oils spot prices, posted prices,
and market analysis for all the key
markets globally as well as valuable
price analytics information on base
oil premiums to VGO, crude, and
gasoil.

Arthur J. Gallagher Risk
Management Services, Inc.

Michael_Long@ajg.com
617-306-7606
We are a leading national provider
of risk management services such
as: Environmental Risk Identification
and Analysis, Risk Mitigation,
Corporate Insurance Program
Design, Contract Review, Claims and
Litigation Support and Surety.

ATEK Access
Technologies

tnelson@atekcompanies.com
763-392-7000
TankScan is a technology leader in
wireless level monitoring solutions
for light industrial liquid tanks.
TankScan data is used to optimize
delivery routes, enhance customer
service, and provide global
inventory management

Automotive Fluid
Recycling, LLC

rustyp@autofluidrecycling.com
904-2221174
Reclamation of auto fluids to
Include oil; Gasoline; Antifreeze

Bedford Industries, Inc

david@bedfordindustries.com
800-848-8228
Manufacture a full line of oil filter
crushers, drum crushers, and oil
filter balers. On the market since
1989, the OBERG filter Crusher has
stood the test of time.

Blend Tech, Inc

kughn@blendtech.biz
888-869-4827
Antifreeze inhibitor sales, chemical
sales, antifreeze fortifiers, technical
support, laboratory testing and
analysis. Seminar training for fluids,
including antifreeze. Antifreeze
recycling consulting.

Bright Technologies
a Division of Sebright
Products, Inc.

alex@sebrightproducts.com
800-253-0532
Bright Technologies a division
of Sebright Products, Inc.,
manufactures Oil Filter recycling
equipment along with other
recycling equipment for dewatering
and solidification of wet materials.
Such as belt filter presses,conveyors,
extruders,densifiers.

Brown Gibbons Lang &
Company, LLC
ekaplan@bglco.com
216-920-6634
Investment Banking Firm

Brown Industrial Inc

craig@brownindustrial.com
937-693-3838
Technology leading custom
designers & manufacturers of trailers
& truck bodies for the rendering, oil
filter recovery & recycling industries.

Build-All Corporation

rberg@build-all.com
800-558-2148
Manufacturer of parts washers and
degreasing equipment.

Camgian Microsystems

mcousino@camgian.com
972-335-0951
End to end solution provider - Tank
Level Monitoring and analytics for
storage tanks and end customer
tanks. Waste Oil, Lube Oil, Diesel,
Chemicals and more. Trigger
collection notifications, generate
metered ticket, process payments.

Caribbean Industrial
Products, LLC

cipllc.paulg@yahoo.com
864-616-6849
Chemical sales for Hill Mfg Co;
Catalyst filter media sales & training;
industry wide consulting services;
sulfur removal; metals remediation;
H2S removal; BTU enhancement;
catalyst & filter media;custom
machinery. Full re-refineries to small
filtration.

Catalyst Trading Co, LTD

rgarcia@resalecatalyst.com
713-926-6078
Hydrotreating Fresh Catalyst,
Regen Catalyst, Pre-Sulfided
Catalyst, Silica & Phosphorus
materials,Reactor toppings, Ceramic
support products, screening,
recycled ceramic support, High
Alumina support, re-packaging, and
acquisition of spent catalysts.

Charlesbank

lhuang@charlesbank.com
212-903-1880
Investment firm

ChemChamp North
America Corp.

alex.richert@chemchamp.com
613-594-3337
Recycling parts cleaner, attachable
recyclers to solvent recyclers and
paint gun cleaning equipment.

Chemical Engineering
Partners

harrison.phillips@ceptechnology.
com
949-440-7555
Chemical Engineering partners
(CEP) provides used oil re-refining
design and technology to clients
worldwide. CEP is a global leader in
licensing state of the art re-refining
technology and hydrotreating
processes, with over 10 plants
operating worldwide.

Citamora Processes Inc.

gmarquez@citamora.com
305-725-2805
Citamora develops innovative
solutions to recycle used oils into
high quality fuels, lubricants and
other products. We deploy easy
to use, low cost technologies to
maximize process yields & product
quality, generating a strong return
on investment.

Clear Computing, Inc.

joel@clearcomputing.com
732-747-0113 x1004
Clear Computing’s cost-saving
online management software
for the waste industry optimizes
business operations, customer
service, work orders, invoicing,
route management, etc. Pay your
customers for used oil. Online access
for drivers and salesmen.

Cradon Energy, Ltd.

jsc@cradon.com
713-521-1777
Buy, sell and trade petroleum
products.

Crystal Flash Materials
Solutions

daveg@crystalflash.com
800-875-4851
CFE specializes in handling your
toughest customer service or
material handling requests. Utilizing
our vast network of resources
including the Heritage Family of
Companies, we can find value
solutions to your most challenging
needs.
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Cuda Aqueous Parts
Washers

Ecosorb International Inc.
lsvoboda@ecosorb.com
713-413-1173
Environmentally Friendly
Absorbents

lisa.mcarthur@karcherna.com
888-319-0882
Cuda manufactures automatic
parts washers that are aqueous
based, eliminating the need for
harmful cleaning solvents. Cuda
parts washers provide a safe,
efficient and timesaving solution
to cleaning parts.

Emulsions Control Inc

drsam.delchad@emulsionsonline.
com
619-656-8899
Demulsifiers for waste oil and
antifreeze, clarifiers for oily
wastewater, polymers, consulting/
training services.

Cummins Filtration

sarah.j.clark@cummins.com
615-366-9843
Manufacturer of Filters.

Enevo, Inc.

markku.lento@enevo.com
202-813-2213
Enevo provides innovative fill level
monitoring and reporting solutions;
complete end-to-end services that
are easy and enjoyable to use, while
saving money, grey hairs and CO2.

DesertMicro

barryg@desertmicro.net
904-247-4285
DesertMicro provides
management software for oil
waste, recovery and recycled
industry. PetrolManager provides
detailed history, extensive billing
options, container tracking, lab
results, profiling, routing and
dispatching.

Dexsil Corporation

Environmental Express, Inc.
alj@envexp.com
843-881-6560

$

ckopylec@dexsil.com
203-288-3509
On-site test kits that are quick and
easy to use, affording the user an
economical advantage over timeconsuming and costly laboratory
methods. Products detect chlorine
contamination in used oil, organic
chlorine in wastewater, and more.

Dober

dkelly@dobergroup.com
773-343-7537
Full service chemical manufacturer
specializing in antifreeze additives,
oil treatment, wastewater
treatment, boiler water treatment,
and cooling water treatment.

Dolphin Centrifuge

sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
248-5222573
Dolphin Centrifuge specializes
in Centrifuge based Oil Recovery
Systems. Our systems are primarily
built around New & Reconditioned
Alfa Laval Centrifuges. Complete
modules include Hi-Speed Disc
Centrifuges, Automatic PLC
Controls, Feed Pumps, Heaters etc

Dragon Products

gerry.gordon@modernusa.com
936-391-0361
Manufacturer of Vacuum Trucks
and Trailers (code and non-code)
roll off hoists and trailers, roll off
boxes and de-watering boxes,
Frac Tanks, dump trailers and
centrifugal pumps, steel insulated.
Transportation trailers.
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Environmental Resource
Associates

eragortze@comcast.net
508-428-6282
Exclusive representative of Oil Eater
Cleaner Degreaser and full line of
Absorbent Products including our
new line of Natural Absorbents for
NORA members. Products include:
degreasers, cleansers, truck wash,
aqueous parts washers, absorbent
pads and more.

Envitech Inc.

abartocci@envitechinc.com
619-223-9925
Envitech is a leading supplier of
air pollution control systems. We
specialize in acid gas and particulate
control from industrial processes.
Our systems include packed
bed absorbers, wet electrostatic
precipitators, and high efficiency
Venturi scrubbers.

Fifth Third Bank

mark.neustadt@53.com
303-524-3515
Financial Commodity Sales

Flottweg Separation
Technology, Inc.

esweeney@flottweg.net
203-838-6120
Decanter, Tricanter, and Separator
Centrifuges for oil, water, solids
separation.

Fluid Solutions GmbH

m.krapalis@fluid-solutions.de
49-40 534307-0
We are a professional engineering
& plant supplier for lube oil/grease
production/waste oil re-refining
technology. With high standard
plasma tube reactor, we offer a
perfect recycling process from
waste oil to base oil & elimination of
PCB contamination.

Fountain Industries LLC

bdea@ftnllc.com
800-328-3594
Fountain Industries LLC is proud
to be an industry leading US
manufacturer with complete
product coverage of aqueous and
solvent type parts washers in all
capacities including spray cabinets
and other speciality products.

GEA Westfalia Separator

william.dechiara@gea.com
281-465-7900
Centrifuges-disc type and decanters
for the purification of used oil and/
or wastewater. Biodiesel-separator
and decanters used in Biodiesel
Process.

General Combustion Corp

mhoward@gencor.com
407-290-6000
Manufacturer of the HY-WAY brand
thermal fluid heaters and preheaters for recycled oil. Jacketed
piping, pumps, tanks, & burners
for processing industries, terminals
& recycled oil as well as other
products.

Geophia, LLC

peter.gilmore54@gmail.com
704-5028287
absorption materials

Gulf City Body & Trailer
Works, Inc.

bgritter@gulfcity.com
251-438-5521
Complete sales and repair facility for
trailers and truck equipment.

Hartz Insurance

robert@hartzins.com
313-964-3750
Environmental Strategist

Hill Manufacturing Co.

alan@hillmfg.com
404-522-8364
Manufacturer of almost 5,000
products for chemical maintenance
including demulsifiers, water
treatment chemicals, flocculants,
“Green” cleansers, enzymes,
deodorants, and thousands more.

HOH Corporation

bob.davis@hohcorp.com
336-727-4644
Oil water separators, Oil Skimmers,
Wastewater Treatment Eq.

Houlihan Lokey

ssergeant@hl.com
212-497-4275
Investment bank providing
range of advisory services: M&A;
debt/equity financing, valuation,
restructuring. Environmental
Services industry deals include
sale of Siemens HS to FCC
Environmental, Thermo Fluids to
Heckmann and Safety-Kleen to
Clean Harbors.

Husky Corporation

dwieda@husky.com
636-825-7200
Husky Corporation serves the lube
and industrial market with BJE
oil filter crushers, tank monitors
& gauges, and overfill alarms &
accessories.

Hydrodec of North
America, LLC

michael.pitcher@hydrodec.com
330-454-8202 x102
Used transformer oil re-refiner.
Hydrodec collects, manages
and processes used naphthenic
transformer oil up to 2000 ppm
PCB content. Hydrodec offers
competitive pricing for your <50
ppm and >50 ppm PCB used oil.

IHS Global Inc.

blake.eskew@ihs.com
303-790-0600
IHS is the leading research and
consulting company to the global
energy industry. IHS acquired
Purvin & Gertz in November 2011,
adding Purvin & Gertz’ strengths in
the petroleum refining, lubricants
and base oil industries.

InCon Process Systems GIG Karasek GmbH

rscully@ips-gigk.com
630-305-8556
Offering 20 years experience in
Used Oil distillation systems. Our
clients range from fuel blenders
wishing to upgrade to cleaner
fuel or base oils and seek Modular
Plants. Major clients upgrade
to GIG Karasek Wiped Film
Technology.
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Innovative Energy
Solutions (IES)

atul.kelkar@ies-thermopac.com
515-450-8997
Innovative Energy Solutions
(IES), Inc. designs, builds, and
commissions turnkey plants for
Used Oil Re-refining and Conversion
of waste plastics/tires/refinery
residue to Liquid Fuels.

Innovative Resource
Management

jason.versey@the-irm.com
843-376-2384
Buyer of distressed petroleum
byproducts, co-products, surplus
petrochemicals. We find value in
materials that many consider a
waste such as tank crude bottoms,
heavy oils, pcb impacted fuel or oils,
sludge, spent glycols and more.

International Treatment
Chemicals, LLC

curtis.ellis@intltreatchem.com
812-425-0989
We offer a full line of Demulsifiers,
Waste Water Treatment Chemicals,
Cleaners, Degreasers and
Environmentally Safe Green
Chemistry.

J. Smith Lanier & Co.

mfox@jsmithlanier.com
229-883-2424
Insurance/Risk Management
Services

Jaxon Filtration

james@jaxonfiltration.com
706-675-3996
Filtration Equipment, Media

JPO Absorbents

jpocompanies@gmail.com
877-483-7575
Develop and market absorbents
(Ultra Blend and MOP).

Keteca USA, Inc.

jodomrd@bellsouth.net
901-219-0152
Offers alternatives to dangerous
cleaning chemicals & high
performance cleaning solutions
with low V.O.C. emissions. Industrial
parts & pressure washing, cnc
sump & machine, offshore & land
production tank & vessel, rig and
frac tank cleaning solutions.

KeyBanc Capital Markets,
Inc.
rmacdonald@key.com
216-6894445
Financial advisory

LABCAL SERVICES INC.
dba LCS

jscholes@lcs-llc.com
281-474-1334
LabCal Services is a full-service,
independent, analytical laboratory
specializing in petroleum,
petrochemical, environmental,
water, soil, and bio fuels. We offer a
complete battery of standard test
methods, from gravities to the most
complex methods.

Lamb Fuels, Inc

cynthia@lambfuels.com
855-286-8164
Buyers of recyclable fuels
nationwide. Gas. Diesel. Jet. Avgas.

Lhoist North America

dan.klamfoth@lhoist.com
704-277-2389
Leading producer of lime, dolime,
and minerals - including specialty
filtration clay media, absorbants,
calcium-based emission control
reagents (SorbacalÂ®), and water
treatment solutions

Lone Wolf Development
Company LLC
johnson.eric.69@gmail.com
217-280-0959
Fuel Buyer

MCC Chemicals, Inc.

michael.saleeby@mccchemicals.
com
713-360 4885
Demulsifiers, Corrosion/scale/
Parrafffin/Wax/Asphaltene
Inhibitors, Flow Improvers,
PPD, H2S/Iron Oxide/Oxygen
Scavengers, Degreasers,absorbants,
Drilling Fluids, Chemical Dosing
Skids, Portable chemical
laboratories, Produced Water
Filtration Units

The Meadows Group

will@themeadowsgroup.com
713-647-9878
Chemical distributor with an
emphasis on wide spec and
byproduct solvents.

Mouvex

scott.jackson@blackmer.com
616-248-9218
Mouvex®, part of Pump Solutions
Group (PSG®) Oakbrook Terrace, IL,
USA, is a global provider of pumps
for the transfer of liquids. The CC20
eccentric disc pump is designed for
the Used Oil Market.

MultiTherm LLC

medie@multitherm.com
610-408-8361
Leading supplier of Heat Transfer
Fluids and System Cleaners. Within
a temperature range of -15° F to
660° F, MultiTherm can successfully
and economically accommodate
a customer’s heating or cooling
requirements.

National Chemical
Supply Corp

natlchem@gmail.com
800-515-9938
Manufacturer of the new, EB-series
of oil demulsifiers that treat oil and
water at the same time.

National Petroleum
Products Co.
info@nppc-qatar.com
974-490-3839
Processing of used oil.

Newport Steel Inc. Oil Filter
Processing Equipment
newportsteel@truvista.net
803-789-3194
Non Shearing Oil Filter Processing
Equipment

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.

jfaris@oilmens.com
864-573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for
waste oil recovery. All major brands
of trucks available. Equipment for
transportation and bulk storage
sites. Certified R Stama facility for
wreck repair and remounts.

Owner Resource Group

msprinkle@orgroup.com
512-505-4119
Owner Resource Group is a private
investment firm founded to bring
superior outcomes to small and
medium-sized businesses. We make
investments that enable business
owners to pursue their objectives
and accelerate the growth of their
companies.

Par-Kan Company

tsheets@par-kan.com
260-352-2141
Par-Kan offers Leakproof Steel
Containers for storage of disposable
oils and filters. Containers are
available in various sizes with poly
lids, fork pockets and caster frames.

Paratherm

rritz@paratherm.com
610-941-4900
Heat Transfer Fluids and System
Related Engineering Services.

Partsmaster Division of
NCH

curt.selby@nch.com
972-438-0157
Torrent from Partsmaster is the
next wave in parts cleaning.
Torrent is revolutionary by using
water, heat and pressure to clean
fast. Partsmaster provides MRO
applications and solutions for
industry and the military.

PC Scale Technologies

yasi@pcscale.com
610-932-4006
PC Scale offers innovative software
solutions for the liquid waste and
recycling industry. Our truck scale
software coupled with our route
management solution provide a
comprehensive system for liquid
recycling companies.

The Penray Companies
saroyan@penray.com
800-323-6329
Antifreeze Inhibitors

PESCO-BEAM
Environmental

luke@pescobeam.com
540-206-2788
Over 18 years in quality used oil
recovery. Custom designed and
built, complete turnkey, skid
mounted, affordable systems with
clay filtration, solvent extraction
and hydrotreating lube polishing
options. Engineered to meet your
specific product goals.

Porocel International

tmchugh@porocel.com
281-469-0500
Fresh and regenerated
hydrotreating catalysts; silica/
phosphorus adsorption grading
materials; hydrotreating catalyst
presulfurization for quick and
easy startups; inert support balls;
acquisition and reclamation of
spent hydrotreating catalyst.

Praxair, Inc.

walter_renz@praxair.com
203-837-2378
Praxair, a Fortune 250 company,
is the oldest and largest industrial
gases firm in North and South
America. Praxair offers a complete
range of products including
hydrogen, nitrogen and specialty
gases in cylinder quantities to
world-scale onsite plants.

PRTI, Inc.

info@prti.us.com
919-809-5440
Tire collection and recycling.
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NORA Supplier/Vendor Directory

NORA Supplier/Vendor Members in good standing as of 7/10/2014. Companies in bold have an ad in this newsletter.
Companies in red are Exhibitors at the 2014 Annual Conference. Companies with a $ are part of the NORA $ave program by
offering discounts/value added services to NORA members. Contact NORA to learn more about the NORA $ave program.

Quest Recycling
Services, LLC

briand@questrecycling.com
214-914-7369
Consulting and management of
waste and recyclable materials
for automotive, industrial, and
restaurant clients. National service
provider for used oil filters, scrap
tires, industrial cleaning, e-waste,
organics, and cooking oil/rendering.

Radian Chemicals LLC

jspain@radianchemicals.com
281-610-6908
Management of spent solvents for
beneficial reuse and/or treatment
for recycle or disposition. Spent
caustics, glycols, aminet, polyols,
methanols, etc.

Recovery Oil Services, LLC
ronf@recoveryoilservices.com
702-734-7052
Brokerage - Oil

Redragon Oil & Gas
Systems International Inc.
prakash@redragon.ca
519-756-8890
Redragon offers turnkey solutions
for oil recyclers with our Wipe
Film Evaporation, Clay Polishing,
Transformer Oil Regeneration,
High Vacuum Degasification and
PCB Dechlorination systems. Our
financing options permit reduced
upfront capital costs.

RiverRoad Waste Solutions
john.ayvas@riverroadwaste.com
732-275-3400

Rivore

john@rivore.com
800-248-1250
Rivore melts filters in its furnaces
throughout the nation and accepts
crushed oil filters by rail or truck.

RSI Logistics, Inc.

Scope Marketing, Inc.

TCI of Alabama, LLC

Sequoia Energy &
Environment

TCM Fuel’s Recycling Inc.

steves@scopemarketinginc.com
760-728-6095
Metalworking fluids, cutting oils,
industrial lubricants.

rohit.joshi@sequoia-global.com
704-780-1089
Vacuum distillation, hydrotreating,
regenerative adsorption
technologies for recycling of used
lubricating oils, transformer oils,
waste antifreeze/coolants and
waste fuels.

SESCO

jstout@sesco-inc.com
260-422-1671
SESCO has become the preferred
source for oil purification,
regeneration, and fluid conditioning
equipment. Its reputation has been
built from a foundation of solid
engineering, quality manufacturing,
and a commitment to customer
support and service.

SmartBin

brendan@smartbin.com
800-274-8143
SmartBin remote tank fill level
solutions enable clients to optimize
the collection, protection and
utilisation of assets. Advanced,
reliable and robust sensors have
been developed to work in various
types of containers used within the
industry.

Summit Environmental
Technologies

lpachecoset@aol.com
615-794-9437
Full service QAQC environmental
laboratory. Emphasis and
experience with liquid recycling and
environmental service industries.
Nelac and AZLA ISO certifications.

Sweet Gazoil Inc.

driddell@rsilogistics.com
517-908-3650
RSI makes rail shipping simpler,
more efficient and more costeffective. Products & Services:
Rail Logistics Services, Rail
Transportation Management
Software, and Bulk Terminal
Operations.

louisbertrand10@gmail.com
579-721-1690
Engineering solutions tailored
to meet your used and waste
oil needs: Improve your current
operations or design complete
plants. Unique hybrid process
that can treat used oils, waste oils
and asphalt flux, and make only
environmentally friendly products,

Schumacher Consulting,
LLC

SystemOne Technologies
Inc.

oilbizconsulting@gmail.com
602-524-2944
Consulting Services, including
strategic planning, mergers &
acquisitions, market research,
marketing, website development
and sales training.
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mansur.paul@
systemonetechnologies.com
305-593-8015
The industry’s most powerful parts
cleaning technology. Over 50,000
units installed in 30,000 locations
worldwide. Cut costs by 60%; pure
solvent on-demand daily; recovers
100% pure solvent; and eliminates
100% of hazardous solvent waste.

jackson1794@bellsouth.net
205-338-9997
TCI recycles mineral oil by removing
PCBs to <2 ppm from used and
obsolete electrical equipment.
tcanchor@att.net
815-650-3493
Trader/Broker-Oil/Antifreeze
Chemicals

Tensile Capital Management
vviros@tensilecapital.com
415-830-8176
Investment Management

ThermoEnergy Corp

david.delasanta@thermoenergy.com
800-628-7528
ThermoEnergy manufactures an EG/
PG distillation system that meets
ASTM and GM specs and can be
used for high quality EG and airport
deicing fluid recovery. These systems
have a two year payback and are used
by NORA members.

Titan Logix Corp.

ellenh@titanlogix.com
780-462-4085
Titan Logix Corp.™s Guided Wave
Radar gauges provide accurate,
reliable level measurement in mobile
tanks. The UsedOil-Stik is designed
especially for used oil transportation.
Ground level display of liquid level
keeps the driver off the top of the
tank.

Trihydro Corporation

grisse@trihydro.com
678-320-0493
Trihydro is an engineering and
environmental firm offering
due diligence; air & wastewater
design/ops; multi-media
permitting, compliance audits;
soil & groundwater assessment/
remediation services to NORA
member industries.

Truck Works Inc.

mmaddux@truckworksinc.com
602-233-3713
OEM manufacturer of bulk liquids
and transportation equipment.
Truck tanks steel, aluminum, and
stainless. MC 406/407/412 code and
non-code tanks. 1500 gallon to 4500
gallon capacities. New and used units
available. Parts in stock.

Turn-Key Environmental

joe@tkenv.com
815-929-9440
Licensed Non Hazardous, Special
Waste Hauler. Drum and Box disposal,
Vac Trucks, Used Oil marketing,
Environmental Construction
Management, and Full Service
Environmental Consultant.

Uni-ram Corporation

jay@uniram.com
800-417-9133
Manufacturers of environmentally
friendly products: solvent recyclers,
paint spray gun cleaners, parts
washers and oil filter crushers.

URS Corporation

jack_waggener@urscorp.com
615-771-2480
Environmental engineering
consultant - water, air, solid waste,
used oil. URS has over 300 offices
around the world.

Viant Capital

aparker@viantgroup.com
415-820-6107
Viant Capital is a San Franciscobased boutique investment bank
committed to providing emerging
growth and small to mid-market
companies with high quality
strategic advisory and capital raising
services.

Weatherford

bryan.gray@weatherford.com
812-858-3147
Demulsifiers for used oil treatment,
wastewater treatment chemicals,
metal precipitants, industrial
cleaners, antifreeze recycling
chemicals, hydrogen sulfide
scavengers, and consulting.

Werts Welding & Tank
Service, Inc.

bruce@wertswelding.com
618-254-6967
Transportation tanks and trucks and
all related parts and equipment.
Pumps, hoses, fittings and valves. 8
locations across the USA.

XL Insurance

$

matthew.gartner@xlgroup.com
800-327-1414 ext. 9294
The environmental division of the
XL Insurance companies offers
integrated environmental risk
management® solutions through
insurance, loss control and claims
management to leading businesses.

Zurich

steven.goebner@zurichna.com
610-727-5634
Zurich’s Environmental unit helps
businesses navigate the everchanging world of environmental
risk. Zurich provides easy-tounderstand environmental
insurance solutions that can be
customized to help meet customers’
needs for today and the future.
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1968
Plymouth GTX

by Vern Parker

In 1928 Walter P. Chrysler, the
CEO of the Chrysler Corporation,
introduced the Plymouth line of
vehicles to compete with other
low-priced cars including Ford and
Chevrolet.
After 40 years some economical
Plymouth models were still available
as direct competition to Ford and
Chevrolet. However, the muscle
car era had arrived and muscular
models were being offered by
virtually every automaker including
Plymouth.
One of those powerful Plymouths
was a GTX model that had been
specifically ordered equipped to
the customers wishes. The customer
evidently wanted a no frills muscle
car that could get off the line very
quickly.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backup lights.
Dual exhausts.
Glove box lock.
Under hood pad.
Dyna 60 rear end.
Heavy duty brakes.
Sure grip transmission.

and dashboard are all black. Even
the vinyl covering the outside of the
top is black. The Sunfire Yellow body
delivers an eye popping contrast.
Greg Hendrick bought the car
last May 13 and soon took it to a
restoration shop in Huntington,
Tennessee. There he discovered that
the 440-cubic-inch V-8 under the
hood was a 1968 engine but was not
the original engine that delivered
375 horsepower.
All of the trim on the 16-foot,
10.7-inch-long Plymouth that
needed replating was addressed.
“The chassis wasn't in bad shape,”
Hendrick says.

The base price of the GTX when
new was $3,178. A total of 17,914
hardtop coupes were built, most
of them with the usual inventory
equipment.
This particular GTX left the factory in
St. Louis, Missiouri equipped with:
• Floor mats.
• Undercoating.
• Power brakes.
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•
•
•

4-speed manual transmission.
Floor-mounted gear shift lever.
AM radio with thumb roller dials.

There is no console on the floor
around the gear shift lever.
The spacious interior of the GTX is
awash in the color black from the
headliner on down to the carpeting.
The vinyl on the seats, door panels

“When I got the car,” Hendrick recalls,
“there were a few little aggravating
problems.” Minor things such as
loose bolts and various adjustments
were corrected.
Probably the most troubling
problem was when Hendrick
discovered that the drive shaft
required surgery. He shortened the
shaft by about two inches.
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Ever since Hendrick drove his GTX
home to Murray, Kentucky he has
found that all is well with his car. The

“A no frills muscle
car that could get off
the line very quickly”

He guesses that most of those miles
were accumulated a quarter mile at
a time or at least from stop light to
stop light. “It has the best heater in
any old car,” Hendrick reports.
When not out on the highway

enjoying his car that delivers fuel
mileage of 10.7 miles per gallon
Hendrick keeps his car beneath
a protective cover in his heated
garage.

ride home was comfortable thanks
to the lengthy 116-inch wheelbase.
The odometer indicates that the
GTX has recorded 22,174 miles, a
total that Hendricks believes to be
correct.

6 New Members Join NORA
NORA’s membership has grown to 394 members; 6 companies have joined NORA since July 10, 2014. NORA relies
heavily on word of mouth marketing. Please refer NORA to your peers and suppliers.
Company.................................................. Contact....................... Location....................................................... Phone
Argus Media..........................................................Chloe Bazille................... Houston,Texas..............................................713-429-6343
Axys Industrial Solutions, Inc..........................Brian Lamb...................... Houston,Texas..............................................713-863-8588
Jensen Environmental Management Inc....David Jensen.................. Muskego, Wisconsin..................................800-529-5758
Petro-Tech Environmental, LLC.......................Penny Stelly..................... Houston, Texas.............................................713-926-9988
PRTI, Inc...................................................................Brian Laible...................... Raleigh, North Carolina............................919-809-5440
Santee Cooper......................................................James Absher................. Moncks Corner, South Carolina.............800-753-2233

Industry Calendar

NORA maintains relationships with related industry associations. Here is a list of upcoming industry events:
2014 ILMA Annual Meeting
October 18-21, 2014 • Indian Wells, CA
www.ILMA.org

2015 NORA EH&S Forum
February 18, 2015 • New Orleans
www.noranews.org

2014 NORA Annual Conference & Trade Show
November 5-7, 2014 • Puerto Rico
www.noranews.org

2015 NORA Winter Meeting
February 18-20, 2015 • New Orleans
www.noranews.org

2015 NAPA Annual Meeting
January 25-28, 2015 • Marco Island, FL
www.asphaltpavement.org

2015 International Fast Lube Expo
March 9-11, 2015 • Orlando, FL
www.AOCA.org
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